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WORKSHOP TOPICS 
Run a computer program 
Computer hardware and how it operates 
Write a simple computer program 
Hear advice from experienced farm computer users 
Review of computer hardware and computer 
programming 
Computer programming languages 
Write more complicated computer programs 
How data are stored in a computer 
The difference between memory and storage 
Farm business computer programs: 
- VISICALC 
- Data Base Management System 
Where to get farm software 
Considerations in owning a computer 
Hardware needs of a farm business 
Comparison of popular computer hardware 
Computer operating costs 
Computing in the future 
Information retrieval by computer 
I-1 
PRACTICAL CONCEPTS OF 
COMPUTERS ON THE FARM 
( !/ U:2) T-2 
OUEST IONS TO BE ANSWERED -IN 
THESE WORKSHOPS= 
(1/82) 
1. WHY USE A COMPUTER? 
2. WHAT ARE COMPUTER PROGRAMS? 
3. WHAT ARE COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES? 
4. HOW ARE COMPUTER PROGRAMS WRITTEN? 
· 5. WHAT JOBS CAN Cm1PUTERS DO WELL? 
6. WHAT KIND OF COMPUTER IS NEEDED IN A FARM 
BUSINESS? 
7. WHERE IS FARM BUSINESS COMPUTING HEADED IN 
THE NEAR FUTURE? 
l-3 
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING 
-- "HANDS-ON" USE OF A MICROCOMPUTER. 
HOW COMPUTERS OPERATE 
-- REASONS FOR (AND AGAINST) USING COMPUTERS 
-- WRITE A COMPUTER PROGRAM 
LEARN SOME COMPUTER TERMS 
(1/82) 
~ 
' 
PRINTER 
CENTRAL PROCESSOR 
with KEYBOARD 
COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
DISPLAY SCREEN 
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0 
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I 
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMI·NG STEPS 
(1/82) 
1. DEFINE tWRITE DOWN) THE PROBLEM --
"WRITE A COMPUTER PROGRAM WHICH WILL COMPUTE SALES 
TAX ON ANY PURCHASE AMOUNT AND WILL FIND THE TOTAL 
OF TAX PLUS PURCHASE AMOUNT" 
2. DECIDE IN DETAIL WHAT OUTPUT <RESULTS> ARE DESIRED--
•• SALES TAX AMOUNT 
11 TOTAL OF TAX PLUS PURCHASE AMOUNT 
3. DETERMINE WHAT DATA WILL BE NEEDED --
•• SALES TAX RATE 
11 PURCHASE AMOUNT 
I-7 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING STEPS 
4. FLOWCHART THE PROBLEM: 
(1/fl::!) 
START 
COMPUTE I 
sALES Tl .. x j 
t\MOUN~ 
COMPUTE TOTAL 
OF TAX PLUS 
PURCHASE 
I-B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING STEPS 
5. WRITE THE COMPUTER PROGRAM: 
10 INPUT R ! 
I INPUT \ ; 20 INPUT p I ) 
30 T = P * R I lOO I I 
\ PROCESSING J 40 A = T + P 
50 PRINT T } OUTPUT 60 PRINT A 
70 END 
6. "DEBUG" THE PROGRAM <FIND AND CORRECT ERRORS) 
(!Ill.') 
(1/U2) 
SALES TAX PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS 
5 PRINT "ENTER SALES TAX RATE: ~" 
15 PRINT "ENTER PURCHASE PRICE: ~" 
45 PRINT "SALES TAX~ = ~" 
55 PRINT "TOTAL AMOUNT~- = ~" 
65 GOTO 5 
65 GOTO 15 
I-10 
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
(1/IJ:!) 
II LEARN ~10RE COMPUTER TERMS 
II UNDERSTAND HOW COMPUTER PROGRAMS WORK 
II REVIEW THE PROCESS OF WRITING A COMPUTER PROGRAM 
II LEARN ~10RE OF THE B A S I C PROGRM1t~ING LANGUAGE 
r I -1 
WHAT IS A COMPUTER PROGRAM? 
I 
(l/~C) II-2 
Human Languages Cannot be used 
in Computers 
t 1 I U2) 
TOO MANY WAYS TO SAY THE SAME THING: 
11 WRITE THE SOLUTION 
11 \~RITE DOWN THE RESULTS 
•• TYPE THE ANSWER 
•• LIST THE RESULTS 
.,, PRINT THE RESULTS 
• 
• 
I 
• 
Il-3 
(1/fl:>) 
SO WE USE A 
COMPUTER LANGUAGE 
A SET OF CODE WORDS BY WHICH WE CAN GIVE 
INSTRUCTIONS TO A COMPUTER 
r I-~, 
FORTRAN LANGUAGE: 
WRITEI A 
BASIC lANGUAGE: 
10 PRINT A 
PL/I lANGUAGE: 
PUT LIST<A> 
(1/82) II-5 
(1/B2) 
Code words must be in 
logical order --
WRONG: 
RIGHT: 
10 INPUT .~ 
20 C = A + B 
30 INPUT B 
40 PRINT C 
10 INPUT A 
20 INPUT B 
30 C == A+B 
40 PRINT C 
Il-b 
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CODE WORDS MUST BE ARRANGED 
PROPERLY 
WRONG: 
10 PRINT A GOTO 100 
RIGHT: 
10 PRINT A 
20 GOTO 100 
RIGHT: 
10 PRINT "A GOTO 100" 
IT-? 
COMPLETED SALES TAX PROGRAM 
5 PRINT "ENTER SALES TAX RATE:" 
10 INPUT R 
15 PRINT "ENTER PURCHASE PRICE:" 
20 INPUT p 
30 T = P*R/100 
40 A = T+P 
45 PRINT "SALES TAX = II 
50 PRINT T 
55 PRINT "TOTAL AMOUNT = II 
60 PRINT A 
65 GOTO 15 
70 END 
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SALES TAX PROGRAM 
UsiNG "IF - THEN" STATEMENT 
5 PRINT "ENTER SALES TAX RATE:" 
10 INPUT R 
15 PRINT "ENTER PURCHASE PRICE:" 
20 Ii~PUT P 
30 T = P*R/100 
40 A = T+P 
45 PRINT "SALES TAX = " 
so PRINT T 
55 PRINT "TOTAL AMOUNT = " 
60 PRINT A 
65 PRINT "no vou WANT ro RUN AGAIN?" 
66 INPUT Q$ 
67 IF Q$ = "YES" THEN GOTO 15 
70 END 
(1/82) II-9 
(1/B2) 
FLOW CHART 
FOR 
SALES TAX PROGRAM 
ComPOTe: 
SALES 
lAX 
Com POTE : 
ToTAL 
AMout.JT 
11-10 
FLOWCHART SYMBOLS 
C START ) 
( END ) 
MARK THE BEGINNING OR END OF A PROGRAM 
GET THE COMPUTER USER'S INPUT DATA FROM 
THE KEYBOARD 
PROCESS SOME DATA 
YES 
TEST SOME CONDITION <MAKE A 
DECISION). IF THE CONDITION IS 
TRUE~ SEND PROGRAM CONTROL TO A 
DIFFERENT LINE OF THE PROGRAM 
OUTPUT RESULTS OR MESSAGES TO THE CRT 
(DISPLAY) SCREEN 
OUTPUT RESULTS TO THE PRINTER 
----~~ SHOW THE DIRECTION OF PROGRAM FLOW 
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USING "IF I I I THEN" TO MAKE OTHER DECISIONS 
Sow CULLING EXAMPLE 
• 
• 
• 70 P = Ll + l2 + L3 
80 A = P I 3 
90 IF A< 8 THEN PRINT "CULL THIS SOW" 
• 
• 
• 
NOTES: (DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES) 
p = TOTAL PIGS WEANED FROM 3 LITTERS 
LlJ L2J L3 = PIGS WEANED FROM FIRSTJ SECONDJ AND 
THIRD LITTER 
A = AVERAGE NUMBER OF PIGS WEANED PER LITTER 
( 1/82) II-12 
(1/82) 
PROGRAMS USING FOR . . . NEXT STATEMENT 
PRINT 10 NUMBERS 
10 FOR I = 1 TO 10 
20 PRINT I 
30 NEXT I 
40 END 
PRINT 5 ~ NUMBERS 
10 FOR I = 1 TO 10 STEP 2 
20 PRINT I 
30 NEXT I 
40 END 
PRl NT 5 EY.EN_ NUMBERS 
10 FOR I = 2 TO 10 STEP 2 
20 PRINT I 
30 NEXT I 
40 END 
II-13 
STEPS JN \/RIT IN~ A COMPUTER 
PROG-RAM: 
{1/82) 
1. DEFINE THE PROBLEM 
2. DECIDE IN DETAIL WHAT OUTPUT (RESULTS) ARE DESIRED 
3. DETERMINE WHAT DATA WILL BE NEEDED 
4. FLOW CHART THE PROGRAM STEPS 
5. WRITE THE PROGRAM CODE WORDS ACCORDING TO THE 
FLOW CHART <AND TYPE THE CODE INTO THE COMPUTER> 
6. "DEBUG" THE PROGRA~1 <GET RID OF ERRORS) 
SIMPLE GRAIN YIELD PROGRAM 
5 PRINT "ENTER FIELD NAME" 
10 INPUT F$ 
15 PRINT "HOW MANY ACRES IN THE FIELD" 
20 INPUT A 
25 PRINT 'HOW MANY LOADS OF GRAIN WERE HAULED' 
30 INPUT l 
40 FOR 1=1 TO L 
45 PRINT "HOW MANY BUSHELS PER LOAD" 
50 INPUT B 
60 T=T+B 
70 NEXT I 
80 Y=T/A 
90 PRINT F$ 
100 PRINT "TOTAL BUSHELS HARVESTED" . 
110 PRINT T 
120 PRINT "AVERAGE YIELD =" 
130 PRINT Y 
140 END 
(1/82) II-15 
(•J/!l"') 
COMPLETED GRAIN YIELD PROGRAM 
1 CLS 
2 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES: AVERAGE Gf:i:A IN YIELD" 
3 PRINT "FROM ONE FIELD <BU./ACRE)" 
4 PRHiT 
5 PRINT "ENTER FIELD NAt·lE" 
10 INPUT F$ 
15 PRINT "HOW MANY ACRES IN THE FIELD" 
20 INPUT A 
25 PRINT "HOlo.l MAt-fr' LOADS OF GRAIN lo.IERE HAULEI•" 
30 INPUT L 
40 FOR I=1 TO L 
45 PR HiT "HQI...I t1At·fr' BUSHELS Ot"i LOAD f·iUf1BER" ; I 
50 INPUT B 
60 T=T+B 
70 NEXT I 
80 '"i'=T /A 
85 cu;: 
90 PRINT "FIELD: "; F$ 
1 0 0 PRINT "TOTAL BUSHELS HAJ:::VESTED: " 
110 PRINT T 
120 
130 
135 
140 
150 
155 
160 
170 
PRINT "AVERAGE 'l I ELD= " 
PRINT Y 
PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "DO YOU I.!IAtH TO COt1PUTE MOPE 'r'IELDS:" 
ItiPUT Q$ 
CLS 
IF Q$ = "'·.-'ES:" THEN GOTO 5 
END 
II -If, 
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MORE GENERAL COMPUTING 
AND 
FARM SOFTWARE 
II HOW DATA IS REPRESENTED INSIDE THE COMPUTER 
II HOW MEMORY AND STORAGE ARE MEASURED 
II MEMORY VS. STORAGE·-- WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE? 
•• FARM SOFTWARE: VISICALC 
II TYPES OF SOFTWARE 
II FARM SOFTWARE: DATA BASE MANAGER 
WORD PROCESSOR 
SWINE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 
II WHERE TO GET SOFTWARE 
III-1 
( l/82) 
SO WHAT? THEY STILL JUST LOOK LIKE l's AND ~'s 
TO ME? 
III-2 
ELECTRICAL SWITCHES CAN EITHER BE 
"OFF" OR "ON" 
ON OFF 
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COMPUTER MEMORY CONSISTS OF THOUSANDS OF "ON/OFF" 
SWITCHES. EACH SWITCH IS CALLED A "BIT" 
1 BIT r§ 
2BITS f§~ 
3BITS ~~~ 
• 
I 
I 
• 
8 BITS 
(1/82) III- 1~ 
III-5 
(1/82) 
A GROUP OF 8 BITS IS CALLED A BYTE 
1 BYTE 
(1/82) 
KILOBYTE oR "K" : 
1024 BYTES ORI 
11 ABOUT 1000" BYTES 
THE WORD "KILO" MEANS 1000. 
EXAMPLES: 
KILOMETER - 1000 METERS 
KILOWATT 1000 WATTS 
(1/82) III-7 
I • 
WHAT IS SO IMPORTANT ABOUT 8 BITS? 
WHAT ARE BYTES USED FOR? 
(1/82) Ill-S 
(1/82) 
BECAUSE: 
USING 8 BITS GIVES US 256 DIFFERENT 
COMBINATIONS OF "ON" AND "OFF" BITS. 
EXAMPLE: 0000 0000 
0101 1010 
1111 1100 
1011 0001 
1111 1111 
• 
• 
• 
• 
III-9 
(1/82) 
WHY 256 BIT COMBINATIONS? 
"255" IS THE LARGEST NUMBER WE CAN REPRESENT USING 
A SET OF 8 BITS: 
BINARY DECIMAL 
0000 0001 1 
0000 0010 2 
0000 0011 3 
0000 0100 4 
• • 
• • 
• • 
1111 1111 255 
PLUSJ WE CAN USE "0" AS ONE COMBINATION: 
0000 0000 0 
III-10 
(1/82) 
SINCE WE HAVE 256 DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF 
1's AND ~'s WE CAN LET EACH UNIQUE COMBINATION 
REPRESENT: 
* A DIGIT 
* A LETTER 
* A SYMBOL: 
"3" = 0011 0011 
"7" = ·0011 0111 
"A" = 0100 0001 
"t." = 0101 1010 
"+" = 0010 1011 
"/" = 0010 1111 
OR 
III-11 
(1/82) 
COMPUTER DESIGNERS HAVE AGREED ON WHICH DIGITJ 
LETTER OR SYMBOL EACH CO~ffiiNATION OF 
l's AND 0's WILL REPRESENT 
ASCII 
CODE 
THEY CALL IT THE ASC II CODE 
Ill-12 
WHEN YOU PRESS A KEY ON THE KEYBOARD~ A GROUP OF 
. . ' 
8 "BITS" (ONE "BYTE") IS SENT TO THE COMPUTER'S MEMORY 
(1/82) III-13 
(1/82) 
ANY "BYTE" FROM COMPUTER MEt~ORY CAN BE STORED ON A FLOPPY 
DISK OR MAGNETIC TAPE~ LIKE A GROUP OF 
8 NORTH & SOUTH POLE MAGNETS: 
III-14 
MEMORY 
vs. 
STORAGE 
(1/82) III-15 
(1/82) 
ME M 0 RY -- HOLDS YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAM AND 
DATA DURING PROGRAM OPERATION 
0 
III-16 
STORAGE - SAVES YOUR PROGRAMS AND/OR DATA FOR LATER USE 
(1/82) III-17 
(1/82) 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM CANNOT PROCESS DATA IN 
STORAGE -- DATA MUST BE READ INTO MEMORY 
FIRST! 
III-18 
Each line on this sheet of paper is 65 characters long (if 
all letters, blank spaces, punctuation, and symbols are 
counted}. So, each line would require 65 bytes of storage 
space on a floppy disk, cassette tape, or other storage media. 
Fifty-four lines could be typed on this page within the 
space of this rectangle. Total space required to store this 
page could be calculated as: 
54 lines x 65 characters = 3510 characters 
per line per page 
3510 characters x 1 byte per = 3510 bytes to store 
character one page 
3510 bytes - 1024 bytes per = 3.4 K required to 
kilobyte(K) store one page 
Remember: 
1 bit = 1 "on/off" position (like an 
electrical switch} in the 
computer 
1 byte = 8 bits 
1 kilobyte = 1024 bytes 
or 1 "K" 
(1/H~) III-19 
.. IJMC EXTN. AG. ECDNDMIC:S: ++ OWNED IJWMED OIJH·iED OWNED 
++ CROP BUDGETS - 1981 •• CORN MILD WHEAT SOYBEANS 
........................................................................ 
... VARIABLE COSTS: +++ 
SEED PRICE PER UNIT: 
UNIT 
SEED COS:T /ACRE 
FERTILIZER: 
ANHYD. AMMDrHA 
NITRATE 
PHDS:PHRTE 
POTASH 
LIME 
HERBICIDES: 
ATRRZINE 4L 
ATRAZINE NINE-0 
RTRAZINE Q(ll,l 
BLADE><: 4L 
BLADEX 80W 
SLIT AN+ 
BE~<TON 4L 
SURFLAN 4L 
LASSO 4EC 
LDRDX 501..1 
PARQUAT 
·cuSTOM HIREr 
SPRAYING 
COMBINING 
FUEL: . 
FUEL COST 
LUBE COST 
REPAIRS: 
TRUCKING: 
DRYING: 
STORAGE: 
r-1 I SCELLftNEDUS: 
INTEREST: 
0.16 
0.23 
0.26 
0.12 
8.00 
/LB tf 
/LB N 
/LB P205 
/LB K20 
$/TON 
10.42 $/GAL 
2.45 $/LB 
16.05 
19.00 
15.10 
44.42 
18.75 
5.09 
44.00 
3.75 
20.00 
GAL/RCRE: 
1. 15 
15 
0.02 
0.00 
0. 0 I) 
0.12 
$,.··GAL 
$/LB 
$/GAL 
$/GAL 
$/GRL 
$/GAL 
$/LB 
$/GAL 
....-ACRE 
/ACRE 
$/GAL 
::.~ FUEL 
$/RCRE 
$/BU. 
$/BU. 
$/BU. 
$/ACRE 
~-~ .. · .. 1 00 
55.00 
80000 KRN 
13.75 
20.80 
13.00 
7.20 
5.00 
3.47 
19.00. 
3.7'5 
6.3875 
7.35 
1.10 
16.00 
2.00 
o. 00 
o.oo 
12.50 
7.38 
29.00 
50 LBS 
3 . .31 
16.00 
13.00 
7.20 
5.00 
3.47 
11.33 
3.75 
6.7375 
7.75 
1.16 
14.00 
1.86 
0.00 
0.00 
9.50 
5.73 
6.00 
BUSHEL 
1 o. 50 
13.80 
10.40 
4.80 
5.00 
2.9875 
3.44 
0.52 
13.00 
1.00 
o.oo 
0.00 
6.00 
4.05 
12.00 
BUSHEL 
11.00 
5.20 
4.80 
5.00 
9.:38 
7.64 
:3.75 
5.8375 
6.71 
1 • 01 
15.00 
0.70 
0.00 
0.0(1 
7.50 
4.62 
-----------~------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 132.30 103.05 72.50 82.30 
( 1/82) III-20 
........................................................................ 
\'IELD ~ 15~~ H20 
E;x:PECTED PRICE 
GROSS INCOME PER ACRE 
MINUS VARIABLE COSTS: 
100 
3.50 
350.00 
-132.30 
5200 
5.70 
296.40 
-103. 05 
so 
4.15 
207.50 
-72.50 
35 
7.75 
271.25 
-82.30 
------------------------------------
INCOME OVER VARIABLE COSTS 
MINUS MACHINERY DEPR. & INTEREST: 
SUBTOTAL 
MINUS LABOR COST ~ 
BREAK-EVEN CASH RENT 
MINUS REAL ESTATE TAXES, 
DEPRECIATION & INTEREST 
217.70 
-35.00 
182.70 
-22.00 
160.70 
-84.00 
19:3.35 135.00 188.95 
-28.(10 -21.00 -28.01) 
165.35 114.00 160.95 
-18.00 -12.80 -18.40 
147.35 101.20 142.55 
-70 •. 00 -70.00 -84.00 
-----------~------------------------NET PROFIT PER ACRE 76.70 77.35 31.20 58.55 
........................................................................ 
TOTAL OF ALL COSTS PER ACRE 
••• BREAK-EVEN PRICE ... 
273.30 
2.73 
219.05 
4.21 
<CWT .> 
176.30 212.70 
3.53 6.08 
........................................................................ 
(1/82) 
* Presented at the Cape Girardeau Soils & Crops Conference, February 11, 
1981. (Department of Ag Economics, University of Missouri-Columbia), 
Mark Wilsdorf and Norlin A. Hein. 
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SOFTWARE CATEGORIES 
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
- DBM, DBMS, IMS, ETC. 
ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET/CALCULATOR 
ANALYSIS 
WoRD PRoCESSING 
TELLECOMMUNICATION 
TUTORIAL 
PRocEss CoNTROL AND MoNITORING 
GAMES, LEISURE 
(1/82) I.II-22 
(1/82) 
. SOFTWARE CATEGORIES 
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
- Sort, Search Through, Change, or Summarize a Collection 
of Related Data 
- General Purpose or Special Purpose: 
* Accounting 
* Production Records 
* Address lists, job lists, etc. 
ANALYSIS 
- Simulation, Planning, Problem Solving: 
* Least-Cost rations 
* Fertilizer recommendation 
* Loan repayment schedule 
WORD PROCESSING 
- Writing letters, reports, etc. 
TELECOMMUNICATION 
- Computer functions as a "dumb" or "intelligent" 
terminal. 
TUTORIAL 
- Training and Education: 
* Math, Science, English, Etc. 
* Machinery operators' manuals 
PROCESS CONTROL AND MONITORING 
- Collect and analyze data on some mechanical process, 
and control (affect) the process based on results 
of the data analysis: 
* irrigation scheduling 
* feeding dairy cows 
* burglar alarm 
* flow control in a pesticide sprayer 
- Mostly in "dedicated" microcomputer systems (small 
computer systems used only for one task). 
GAMES, LEISURE 
III-23 
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WHERE TO GET FARM SOFTWARE 
1. WRITE IT YOURSELF 
* SMALL PROBLEMS 
* TIME-CONSUMING & DIFFICULT FOR LARGE 
PROBLEMS. 
2. PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS (UNIVERSITIES) ETC.) 
* MOSTLY ANALYSIS PROBLEMS 
* QUESTIONABLE QUALITY--NO RESPONSIBILITY 
TO USER 
3. MAIL ORDER I "OFF-THE-SHELF" 
* HARD TO JUDGE SUITABILITY BEFORE YOU 
PURCHASE 
* NOT MUCH FARM SOFTWARE YET 
4. CUSTOM WRITTEN oR DEALER-BACKED 
* MOST OF THE CURRENT FARM SOFTWARE 
* EASIER TO ASSURE QUALITY/SERVICE 
* O~TEN MORE EXPENSIVE THAN THE OTHER SOURCES 
LISTED ABOVE. 
III-24 
FARM SOFTWARE SOURCES 
Aultman, Larry 
Sylvester, GA 
Phone: (912) 776-2577 
Bridges, Charles 
Route 1, Box 210 
Sarcoxie, MO 64862 
Bud Ag Systems 
Omaha, NE 
Phone: (402) 422-1234 
Century Next Computers 
Columbia, MO 65201 
Phone: (314) 442-6502 
Computerized Farm Info. Services 
Stillwater, MN 
Phone: (612) 436-7198 
Delta Engineering Corp. 
1804 N. Wheeling 
Muncie, IN 47303 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Swine Management 
Financial Analysis 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack Farm 
Accounting, etc. 
SYSTEM: ? 
Swine Management 
SYSTEM: APPLE 
Farm Accounting 
SYSTEM: APPLE 
Swine management & 
Other 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Farm Business Services SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Swine management Aledo, IL 
Phone: {309) 582-5628 or (309) 582-7781 
Farm Information Services 
P. 0. Box 336 
Waterproof, LA 71375 
Phone: (318) 749-5535 
Farm Management Services 
R.R.1, Box 107 
Manhattan, IL 60442 
Phone: (815) 478-4258 
Financial Systems, Inc. 
Box 2012 
Kearney, NE 68847 
( 1 I fl~') 
SYSTEM: ? 
SYSTEM: ? 
SYSTEM: APPLE 
Continued 
lTI-75 
Farm Software Sources - Page 2 
GOREAU, Inc. 
Box 1311 
Ballwin, MO 63011 
Phone: 
Harris, Ken 
Golden City, MO 64748 
(417) 537-8513 
LET-3, Inc. 
Blooming Prairie, MN 55917 
Phone: (507) 583-2494 
Maumee Valley Computer Systems 
99 Conant Street 
Maumee, OH 43537 
Phone: 
McNary, Paul 
RFD 2 
Hamilton, MO 64644 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Swine Management. 
Farm Accounting 
SYSTEM: APPLE 
SYSTEM: ? 
Farm Accounting 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Farm Accounting 
~~~~~~--t~!~l-~~~=~~~~------------------------------------------
Micro Data Systems 
Bonners Ferry, ID 
Phone: (208) 267-5680 
Mississippi State University 
Wallace Kilcrease 
Mississippi State, MI 39762 
Phone: (601) 325-4436 
Oklahoma State University 
Dr. Ted Nelson 
Stillwater, OK 74074 
Phone: (405) 624-6081 
Poos, Dale 
Route 2, Box 93 
Platte City, MO 64079 
Phone: (816) 546-3296 
The Computer Center 
302 Commercial 
Waterloo, IA 50701 
Phone: 
(1/82) 
SYSTEM: ? 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Farm Accounting 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Farm Accounting 
Livestock Analysis, 
etc. 
SYSTEM: Radio Shack 
Farm Accounting 
SYSTEM: APPLE, Pet 
III-26 
Farm Software Sources -- Page 3 
University of Minnesota 
Dr. Earl Fuller 
249 Classroom Office Bldg 
St. Paul, MN 55108 
(1/82) 
SYSTEM: APPLE 
III-27 
AN ON-FARM COI~PUTER 
GOING OFF ON YOUR OWN 
(1/82) IV-1 
REA SONS FOR USING COMPUTERS 
~ S P E E D 
~ACCURACY 
* LESS DRUDGERY 
* C0~1MUNICATION & ELECTRONIC 
M 0 N I T 0 R I N G C A P A B I L 1 T Y 
(1/82) IV-2 
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DATA MANAGE~ENT & RECORD KEEPING 
computers help you --
~ KEEP MORE DETAILED RECORDS. 
~ MORE EASILY LOCATE SINGLE RECORDS WITHIN 
A LARGE NUMBER OF RECORDS. 
~ ANALYZE AND SUMMARIZE LARGE NUMERS 
OF RECORDS 
IV-3 
DECISION MAKING & PROBlEM ANALYSIS 
computers help you * * 
(1/82) 
~ ANALYZE MANY ALTEHNATIVES IN A SHORT TIME: 
•• WHAT IF FEED PRICES CHANGE? 
•• WHAT IF INTEREST RATES GO HIGHER? 
•• ETC. 
~ DO REPETITIOUS CALCULATIONS WITHOUT ERRORS 
IV-4 
&OMMUNICATIONS & MONI:TORING 
computers help you : 
(1/82) 
II GATHER INFORMATION MORE EFFICIENTLY THAN A 
HUMAN COULD: 
1 COMMODITY PRICES 
1 WEATHER REPORTS 
1 GRAIN MOISTURE IN A BIN 
1 FEED CONSUMPTION BY A DAIRY COW 
II MONITOR AND CONTROL MECHANICAL PROCESSES THAT 
REQUIRE INSTANT REACTION: 
1 GALLONS PER ACRE METER ON A CROP SPRAYER 
1 SPEEDOMETER FOR ACTUAL TRACTOR GROUND SPEED 
IV-5 
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CONSIDERATIONS IN USING A COMPUTER 
1 FOR RECORD KEEPING~ BETTER DATA IS REQUIRED: 
II MORE ACCURATE 
II MORE COMPLETE (NO MISSING DATA) 
II MORE DATA ALTOGETHER (SOMETIMES MORE NUMBERS 
ARE REQUIRED TO GET THE SAME ANSWERS) 
t TIME IS NEEDED TO LEARN HOW TO USE THE COMPUTER 
1 YOUR METHODS OF RECORD KEEPING AND ANALYSIS MAY HAVE 
TO CHANGE SLIGHTLY 
e A COMPUTER MAY NOT BE COST JUSTIFIED IN YOUR 
OPERATION 
IV-6 
COMPUTERS ARE VALUABLE --
** FOR RECORD KEEPING 0 N L Y IF YOU ARE 
ALREADY A "RECORD KEEPER" 
** WHERE LARGE AMOUNTS OF DATA MUST BE HANDLED 
** WHERE TIMELINESS OF DATA IS IMPORTANT 
(1/82) 
HARDWARE 
C 0 N S I D E R A T I 0 N S 
•• COMPONENTS - DEPENDS ON THE JOB YOU ARE DOING 
AND SOFTWARE USED FOR THAT JOB 
11 CAPACITY - DEPENDS ON THE JOB YOU ARE DOING 
11 COST - DEPENDS ON CAPACITY AND QUALITY 
IV-8 
THE DISK CAPACITY YOU NEED DEPENDS ON THE 
S I Z E 
AND 
N U M B E R 
OF RECORDS YOU KEEP. 
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,...... 
f-.>. 
........ 
co 
r-0 
'-' 
H 
< 
I 
f-.>. 
c 
FIELD RECORD EXAMPLE: 
103 SOYBEANS 05 25 81 000 025 040 033 
~ L~-~ N p K '----...,--) 
FIELD CROP NAME PLANTING FERTILIZER YIELD 
NUMBER DATE 6 
3 BYTES 9 BYTES 6 BYTES 9 BYTES BYTES 
..__ ___________________________ "'_ -· -- J 
FIELD RECORD FOR ONE CROP YEAR 
30 BYTES 
30 X 40 = 1200 
BYTES FIELDS BYTES OF DISK SPACE PER CROP YEAR 
(1/tlL) 
WHY D I S K S INSTEAD OF C A S S E T T E T A P E ? 
** RANDOM DATA ACCESS 
** FASTER 
** MORE RELIABLE 
** REQUIRED BY MOST AVAILABLE FARM-BUSINESS 
SOFTWARE 
IV-11 
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WHY T W 0 DISK DRIVES? 
** MORE STORAGE SPACE AVAILABLE AT ONE TH1E 
** "BACKUPS" AND COPIES ARE EASIER TO MAKE 
** MUCH SOFTWARE REQUIRES TWO DISK DRIVES 
TO OPERATE 
IV-12 
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W H Y A P R I N T E R ? 
** PERMANENT COPIES OF REPORTSI RECORDSI ETC. 
** "ACCOUNTING TRAIL" 
** REPORTS ACCEPTABLE TO OUTSIDERS 
(LENDERS~ ETC,) 
** COPYING RESULTS BY HAND (FROM CRT SCREEN) 
WOULD RE-INTRODUCE DRUDGERY 
IV-13 
P R I N T E R S P E E D 
** 10- 180 CHARACTERS PER SECOND CC.P.S.) 
** DEPENDS ON VOLUME OF PRINTING TO BE DONE 
(1/82) IV-14 
How MUCH MEMORY DO 1 NEED? 
101 WHATEVER AMOUNT IS REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
THE PROGRAMS YOU WANT TO RUN 
TODAY = 48K TO 64K AS A MINIMUM 
TOMORROW = ? 
(1/82) IV-15 
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RAM vs. ROM 
RAM - RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY 
NOT PERMANENT 1 ERASABLE 1 CAN BE READ OR 
WRITTEN INTO BY THE COMPUTER 
ROM - READ ONLY MEMORY 
PERMANENTJ NOT ERASABLEJ CAN ONLY BE READ 
BY THE COMPUTER 
IV-Hi 
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RAM IS AVAILABLE TO HOLD YOUR PROGRAM AND DATA 
ROM IS ONLY AVAILABLE TO THE COMPUTER} FOR 
INTERNAL USE 
IV-17 
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T Y P I CAL. FARM BUS I NESS 
C 0 M P U T E R S Y S T E M 
** CRT DISPLAY 
** KEYBOARD 
** PRINTER 
** TWO DISK DRIVES 
** 48K OF RAM MEMORY1 OR MORE 
IV-18 
(1/82) 
C 0 M P U T E R 0 P E R A T I N G C 0 S T S 
STORAGE MEDIA (FLOPPY DISKS) 
PRINTER PAPER 
ELECTRICITY 
f'lA I iHEI~AN CE 
MI SCELLAf~EOUS 
T 0 T A L 
$/YEAR 
30 - 60 
30 - 80 
5 - 10 
25 - 200 
10 - 50 
$100 - $L~OO 
PER YEAR 
IV-19 
S E R V I C I N G A R R A N G E M E N T S 
** SERVICE ARRANGEMENTS 
** DEALER SERVICING 
** "SEND-AWAY" SERVICE 
(1/82) IV-20 
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V I D E 0 T E X T 
t ADVANCED IN EUROPE AND CANADA 
* GRAIN & LIVESTOCK PRICES 
• WEATHER INFORMATION 
* WORLD NEWS 
t COMING IN THE U.S. 
* COMMUNICATIONS METHOD: TV VS, TELEPHONE 
* BARRIER: U, S, COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 1 LAWSUITS 
* PROJECT GREEN THUMB 
* PRO FARMER 
t FUTURE? 
* DECREASED COMMUNICATION COSTS 
* BUYING/SELLING OF COMMODITIES 
* REMOTE COMPUTER PROCESSING (AUTOMATED 
ACCOUNTING 1 ETC,) 
IV-21 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
FROM ONE PRIVATE VIDEOTEXT SERVICE 
Access Codes and Description 
(PROFESSIONAL FARMERS OF AMERICA) 
Instant Update 
Code 
1 
6 
I 
11 
13 
lS 
50 
101 
lOZ 
103 
104 
105 
106 
108 
109 
110 
111 
llZ 
113 
150 
Item 
Pro Farmer Today & Prices 
Yesterday's Futures Prices 
Pro Farmer Today 
Yesterday's Pro Farmer 
Today 
ttorning Report 
World Veather Vatch 
Your State's Veather 
Special Alert 
Soybean Cash Market Scan 
Corn Cash Market Scan 
Vheat £ash Market Scan 
Cotten Cash ttarket Scan 
Cattle Cash ttarket Scan 
Hogs Cash Market Scan 
Feeder Cattle Cash ttarket. 
Scan 
Dressed Heat Market Scan 
Gulf Cash Market Scan 
Portland Cash Mack~t Scan 
H1nneapolis Cash Market 
Ka11.no. 
Screens 
16 
4 
1Z 
? 
5 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Kansas City Cash Market Scan 1 
Washington Vatch 16 
ZOO Marketing Plan Review 1 
(1/82) 
Description 
Pro Farmer Today plus futures 
quotes for corn, beans, cattle 
and hogs 
Closing price pages from yesterday 
The complete daily newsletter, 
with 7 screens of news and 5 
screens. current analysis and 
recommendations 
The ? screens of news that were on 
the previous day. Changes at 5 pm. 
Special news pages put on each 
aorning at 10:00 to update market 
i n f o r a a ti on 
Veather information affecting 
crops worldwide, and what it aeans 
to supply, demand and prices 
The current weather foroast for 
your state 
The really hot news ~nd advice 
cbanCJeS 
Listing of cash quotes and 
basis at different locations 
around the country 
Listings of cash prices at 
different locations n~~ionwide 
<Updated at 9:30,11:30 & 4:30> 
Table of Gulf bids for grains & 
basis 
Table of bids at Portland for 
esport grains and basis 
Table of bids at HinneapolJs for 
grains 
Table of Kansas City gratn bids 
Ad~ittonal information t1om 
Vashington, details not covered in 
news seotion, breakdown on major 
USDA reports and other reports 
A listing of eaoh Marketing 
Strategy and Tactics Page, and the 
l~st date each was updated 
IV-22 
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ZOl PFA .S<'ytlean5 l'tktg Strategy 
zoz PFA Corn Mktg. Stratt-gy 
Z03 PFA IJhl!at Mktg. Strategy 
Z04 PFA Cotlon Mktg. Strc:tegy 
205 PFA Cattle Mktg Strategy 
ZOo PFA Hoo1 Mlctg Stratpgy 
zo 7 PfA fet>d Buying Stt" t·eqv 
301 PFA Soyb£an Mar Ice t Tactics 
302 PFA Corn Market Tactics 
303 PFA IJhu t Mar leer Tacttcs 
304 f'FA Cotton M;rket Tactics 
305 f'FA c <:. t 1 t> Mc:rket Tactics 
306 PH HC!gS MatkP.t TacllcS 
307 PH Feed li&rlcet Tactic'> 
400 Technical Triggeis 
:i 0 l Ag Price Chart Trends 
Fin3nctal Pr:c~ Chart Trends 
!i03 Metals Price Chart Trends 
z 
t 
z 
't 
z 
2 
z 
z 
z 
z 
~ 
z 
z 
z 
3 
10 
7 
6 
D to t a 1 I s Cl t P: '' fa r ro.e r · :; i tJ Tl g 
term mar~et13~ pian and 
thtnktng and an nvera1l plan 
Details o( Pto Farm~t's lonqler~ 
thinking for even dnd soyhean me~l 
; the i r o v t"! r .J l 1 b.u v i n lJ s t r .1 t tog y 
Pro farmtor's 1nter•~~i~te-term 
plan tor ~arkellng thes~ com-
modJttes- ~ow we'le Looking 
at the ~arket and det~ils on 
our thint1ng 
Pro farmer's 1nterm~diate-term 
soybean meal - how we ~Jew the 
matket, det~ils on our thrn~ing 
A page summar1ting support, res-
istance and trend for th• maJor 
futures markets. Other pages oover 
technical d~velopments that may be 
near- L!eaking ot ttendltnes, 
retracements, gaps, et~ 
The 'l'rendltne~ Analy5t~ from 
th~ curr~nt 1ssue of Commnd1ty 
Price Chdtt~ Upd~ted every 
F:i.o:lay ~tternr.r>n whll..- CPC Is 
on press 
504 Foods/Woods Price Chart Trends 6 
Ther~ ~re 55 ~dd1linnal codes for obta1ning weather tor e~ch of the 
states and ~ome r!qions of the U.S 
IV-23 
Acn~sc; Codes For futures pr1ces 
I t f' 1u Current 0•Jote5 
Soybeanc; 5 l 4 :, 1 
Corn ~i l •l 5 ;; 
Ct:icago Vlhf'at 53 ft ~· 3 
54 4 5 <I 
Minne<.pol J5 Vlheal ocr 
•' J 4 J 5 
Hogs 56 456 
Porlc BeliJes 57 
.; ~· 7 
L:ve Cat.tl~ 56 4 58 
Feedec Cattle !i 9 459 
6() 4 6 0 
Soybean 011 61 .; 6 ] 
62 46l 
Sunflowers 63 463 
Suqar 64 464 
Chic a g r• Go 1 d 65 465 
65 HS 
T-Bills 67 4&7 
T-Bonds sa 4~8 
GNMA'S 6!1 46!1 
New VQrk Cottnn 70 470 
New Orleans Rice • 71 4 7 l 
Ne~<.· (lrleanc; Cotton* 7'l 4.1 ~ . ~ 
"cJoses only untJl mld-l98Z 
Each page ut futcre~ pr1cec; takes ap!oXtmately JD ~ecDnds t~ !ran~m1t. 
IV-2Lf 
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GLOSSARY 
ASC II. American Standard Code for information interchange. A 
standardized code for storing data and transmitting it 
among computers. 
Binary Arithmetic. Calculations using only "1" and "0" as digits. 
Code Word. Any of the special words or symbols which make up a com-
puter programming language. They are called "code words" 
because each is a "code" for some instruction to the 
computer. For example: The BASIC language code work for 
output is "PRINT". 
CRT. Cathode Ray Tube. The television-like screen used to 
display computer input and output. 
DATA. Facts, figures, numbers, etc. that you wish to manipulate 
to help you solve a problem or draw some conclusion. 
Data Base Management System. Same as data management systems. 
_D.;....at.;....a;__M""'"a;....n.;_a.._ge;;..;.me~n""'"t_S~y._s;....;t;...:;e..;_m.. A computer program or set of computer programs which 
allow you to store and retrieve many different kinds of 
data. Most data management systems let you sort the data 
in any order, summarize it, find individual records within 
a large group of records, and print the data or summaries 
of it on paper. 
Debug. 
Disk Drive. 
A slang computer programming term meaning to remove 
errors (or "bugs") from a computer program. 
Device which reads data from, and writes data onto, a 
floppy disk. 
Dot-Matrix Printer. A mechanical device for printing computer output on paper. 
A group of small wires is used to strike an inked ribbon, 
to print characters on paper. Choosing different combi-
nations of wires produces different characters. 
Electrosensitive printer. A mechanical device for printing computer output on 
paper. Electrosensitive printers use a special aluminum-
coated paper. Electricity is applied to small areas of 
the paper, darkenii;g it in the shape of letters, nunt>ers, 
or other characters. 
File. A collection of related dat,a stored on a floppy disk. 
cassette tape, or other storage medium. For instance, 
records on all of this year's crops might be stored in 
one file, while last year's crop records might be stored 
in another file. 
(1/3~) G-1 
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Floppy Disk. 
Flowchart. 
Hardware. 
Information. 
A flexible plastic disk coated with a magnetic substance, 
and used for storing data in the form of magnetic pulses. 
Floppy disks are enclosed in a square plastic jacket to 
keep them clean. Most floppy disks are either 5~ or 8" 
in diameter. (The 5~ inch size is corrmonly called 
"mini-floppy"). 
An outline or sketch representing the sequence of in-
structions in a computer program. Special "flowchart 
symbo 1 s" are usua 11 y used to indicate the type of in-
struction to be performed at each point in the flowchart. 
Physical parts of a computer--what you can see and touch. 
Includes keyboard, disk drives, CRT, etc. 
Facts, figures, numbers, etc. which actually add to your 
knowledge or understanding of some problem or situation. 
Information Management System. Same as data management system. 
Input. 
I/0. 
1/0 Devices. 
Memory. 
Microcomputer. 
Microprocessor. 
MODEM. 
Output. 
(1/i32) 
The process of putting data into a computer's memory. 
Example: typing at a keyboard. 
An abbreviation for "input and output". 
Computer hardware used for input and/or output. 
Examples: Keyboard, printer, CRT display screen, etc. 
Part of the computer where computer programs and data are 
held. Memory only operates while the computer is "ON". 
When the computer is turned "OFF", everything held in 
memory is lost. To keep a permanent copy of a program or 
data, some kind of storage is needed (see storage). 
A digital computer which uses a microprocessor to perform 
its calculations, and which generally costs less than 
$10,000. 
The part of computer hardware responsible for executing 
instructions (such as the instructions in a computer 
program), controlling operation of the computer, and 
performing calculations, etc. 
MOdulator-DEModulator. A device which allows your com-
puter to communicate by telephone with another computer. 
A modem converts your computer's electrical pulses into 
audible sounds which can be sent via telep~one lines to 
the other computer. It also converts sounds sent by the 
other computer, into electrical pulses which your com-
puter can understand. 
The process of getting results out of the computer's 
memory and putting it in some form that you (the com-
puter-user) can recognize--eg., printed on paper or on 
a CRT display screen. 
( . ') 
.-. 
(Glossery - continued) 
Processing. 
Program. 
Manipulation of your data according to instructions con-
tained in a computer program, to arrive at some result 
or answer. 
A set of instructions arranged in a logical sequence. 
which directs a computer to perform some task or solve 
a problem 
3 
Programming Language. An organized system of words, symbols, etc. which allows 
you to give instructions to a computer (in the form of 
Software. 
Storage Media. 
Terminal. 
Thermal Printer. 
Variables. 
(1/82) 
a computer program). 
Instructions necessary to allow you to operate a com-
puter. Includes computer programs, instruction manuals, 
etc. 
The physical material on which data is stored. Cassette 
tape and floppy disks are examples of storage media. 
Device capable of connecting to a computer and communi-
cating with it to input data, output results, or both. 
Example: together, a keyboard and CRT screen may be 
considered as a terminal. 
A mechanical device used to print computer output on 
paper. Thermal printPrs use special chemically-treated 
paper which darkens wherever heat is applied. Thermal 
printers print on this paper by heating groups of small 
dots to form letters, numbers, or other characters. 
The 11 names 11 assigned to memory locations by a computer 
program. These 11 names 11 are called variables because the 
data held at each memory location may be 11 Varied 11 
(changed) by the computer program. 
G-J 
Input Statements 
!NPUT 
A BASIC COMPUTER L&~~JAGE SUMMARY 
Prints a question mark (?) on the CRT display screen and 
waits for you to type in data for a certain variable. 
Examples: 10 INPUT A 
20 INPUT B$ 
Processing and Program Control Statements and Symbols 
' 
+ Addition 
Example: 
Subtraction 
Example: 
10 A B+C 
20 c A-B 
* Multiplication 
Example: 30 D Q*C 
I Division 
Example: 40 X= D/N 
(NOTE: Any number of arithmetic symbols can be used in a processing 
statement: 
Example: 
GOTO 
50 A = 7*B + 3/C - 17 
Sends program control to another line: 
Example: 10 INPUT A 
20 B = A * 1/4 
30 Print B 
40 GOTO 10 
This short program asks the user to enter data for the 
variable "A" (line 10). "A" is multiplied by one-fourth 
and the result is stored in the variable "B" (line 20). 
Then, the value stored in "B" is printed out (line 30). 
Line 40 sends program control back to line 10, to run 
through the program again. (This program will continue 
to run forever, or until you stop it by using the BREAK 
key). 
IF • • • THEN • • • If the condition between the code words "IF" and "THEN" 
is true, then the statement following the "THEN" will 
be executed. 
Example: 45 IF A = 'B THEN GOTO 10 
(l/82) Appen. 1 
2 
If the value stored in "A" is equal to the value stored in "B", then program 
control will be transferred to line 10. 
(NOTE: If the condition between the code words "IF" and "THEN" 
is not true, the statement following "THEN" will not be 
executed. Program control will simply pass to the next 
line of the program). 
Besides the equal sign, "•", there are other symbols which can be used. 
to compare a relationship in an "IF ; •• THEN" statement. Some of 
them are: 
< Less than 
> Greater than 
Equal to 
< Less than or equal to 
> Greater than or equal to 
< > Not equal to 
An example of their use would be: 
110 IF C > =D THEN PRINT C 
If the value stored in "C" is greater than or equal to 
the value stored in "D", then print out the value stored 
in "C". 
FOR • • • STEP • • 
(1/82) 
Indicates the beginning of a "program loop." All statements occurring 
between this statement and the nearest following "NEXT" statement will 
be executed for the number of times indicated. 
Example: 10 FOR I = 1 to 10 
20 PRINT I 
30 NEXT I 
STEP 2 
First, the variable "I" is assigned the value "1" (line 10). Then the 
value stored in I (which is "1") is printed out (line 20). wben the 
"NEXT" statement is reached (in line 30), program control passes back 
to line 10. Now back at line 10, the step value "2" is added to the 
value stored in "I", and the result is put back into variable "I". 
Then this value stored in "I" (which is now 11 311 ) is compared with the 
maximum range of the loop ("10"). If "I" is still less than "10", 
the loop will be run through again (program control will go to line 20). 
If I is greater than "10", then program control will go to the line 
immediately following line 30. 
Appen. /. 
NEXT 
END 
(NOTE: The "STEP. • " part of this statement may be omitted if the 
step is "1"). 
Example: 10 FOR J = 1 to 10 
20 X = 2 * J 
30 PRINT J ,X 
40 NEXT J 
This "loop" prints out the numbers one through ten, along'vith 
their double (the numbers two through twenty), as follows: 
1 2 
2 4 
3 6 
4 8 
5 10 
6 12 
7 14 
8 16 
9 18 
10 20 
Then program control passes to the line immediately following 
line 40. 
3 
Marks the end of a program loop. Control passes back to the most recent 
"FOR • • • STEP • • . " statement 
Marks the end of a BASIC computer program. 
Output Statements 
PRINT 
(1/82) 
Prints out the value of variables, or messages enclosed in quotation 
marks: 
Examples: 105 PRINT A,B 
220 PRINT "End of program" 
230 END 
Appen. 3 
4 
VARIABLES 
Variables are the names you assign to the computer memory locations which store 
your data. 
Numeric Variables 
Alphanumeric (or 
"String" Variables: 
The names you give to memory locations containing 
numbers. Numeric variable names may be either a · 
letter of the alphabet, or a letter followed by a 
single digit. 
EXAMPLES: A, Al, A7, X, P, P9 
The names you give to memory locations containing words, 
letters of the alphabet, or symbols. Alphanumeric 
variable names are the . same as numeric variable-names 
(see above) EXCEPT that they are immediately followed 
by a dollar sign ($). 
EXAMPLES: A$, Al$, A7$, X$, P$, P9$ 
COMMANDS 
(Con~nds do not require line numbers, while program statements do not require 
line numbers, while program statements do require line numbers)-.----
RUN 
LIST 
NEW 
(1/82) 
Run the program currently in memory. 
List the program currently in memory onto the CRT 
display screen. 
Erase the program currently in memory. 
Appen. lJ 
A COMPUTER FOR YOUR FARM: 
Some Thinss to Think About 
Are ~ou interested in usinS a comPuter on ~our farm? Farm masazines ~nd the 
news media have been full of stories about farmers usins con•Puters. So ~ou have 
ProbablY heard that comPuters can be a biS helP in manasinS a farm business. &ut 
you have also heard that it is easY for a first-time comPuter buYer to make 
mistakes--to buY a comPuter that does not fill his needs or suit his "stYle• of 
manasement. How do You decide whether or not You would benefit from usins a 
comPuter~ And if You think You misht benefit from usins oner how do YOU choose 
the comPuter sYstem that is risht for You? 
This Publication maY not answer all your auestionsr but it should sive ~ou a 
head-start on the infor~ation You need. The first Part contains basic 
information about what comPuters are, whY theY are useful, how Lhe~ workr and 
what the Parts of a comPuter are called. Next comes a discussion about learning 
how to use a comPuterr and decidins whether YOU would benefit enoush from having 
a comPuter to JustifY ownins one. FinallYr a step-by-steP aPProach is Presented 
dealins with how to buy a comPuter sYstem. 
What this Publication does not contain is a lot of stranse comPuter terms 
and technical talk. HoPefully, it will Sive you enoush Seneral information about 
comPuters to helP You! <1> decide whether comPuters are worth lookins into for 
Your farm operationr <2> talk more comfortablY with comPuter salesmenr and <3> 
set started in learnins more about this new farm manasement tool. 
Whal is a ComPuter--AnYWaY? 
1 
Appen. 5 
Someone has said that a comPuter is reall~ Just a •cross between a 
calculator and a file cabinet." That's not a bad descriPtion. Like a 
calculator, a comPuter can Perform mathematical oPerations: addr subtract, 
multiPlY• divider and comPare numbers. But unlike most calculatorsr cdmPuters 
can also store numbersr wordsr and other infor~ation in an or~anized manner so 
that it can be recalled at some later Lime--Just as ~au mi~ht store folders of 
information in a file cabinet. 
Hare will be said later about what a comPuter "is." For nowr all ~ou need 
Lo remember is that a comPuter is an electronic device caPable of doin~ thousands 
of calculations Per secondr and caPable of storin~ information for later recall. 
A "microcoaPuter" is a L~Pe of comPuter that ~enerall~ costs less than 
$10r000 and uses a microProcessor <small comPuter chiP) to Perform calculations. 
Since most farm comPuters are microcomPuters, the~ will be the onlY L~Pe 
discussed. When the word "computer" is used herer realize that iL acLuall~ 
refers La microcomPuters--comPuters inexPensive enou~h to be used on individual 
farms and in small businesses. 
WhY Use a ComPuter? 
You •a~ have heard that comPuters have no more calculatin~ abilitY than 
humans. That's correct. Given sufficient timer a human can do an~ calculation a 
comPuter can. 
Then wh~ use a comPuter? There are three main reasons: 
J 
(1) LeLLin~ comPuters ·do Lhe work of calculations frees human Lime for 
other Pursuits--such as sPendin~ more Lime in the farrowins houser or 
2 
out checKin~ the croPs. 
<2> Because computers are machines• the~ can do rePetitious calculations 
without ~ettins tired and makinS mistakes. 
(3) Because comPuters are thousands of times faster than humansr theY can 
Provide more Limel~ information. 
Most PeoPle fail to realize how sisnificant this third reason is. The sPeed 
of comPuters allows calculations, analYsisr and summaries of informatibn that 
would not be feasible for a human to dri bw handr simPlY because they would Lake 
too much lime. 
Consider the Job of keePing detailed croP records bY handr on a 
field-b~-field basis. If wou have tried thisr wou maw have found that if wou 
writ• down all the croP data w6u want to keep--plantins datesr herbicides, Plant 
POPulationr fertilizer ratesr Yieldr etc.--and do it for each fieldr You have a 
ulot of PaPer" bY the end of the Year. Even a limited summarY of such detailed 
records can Lake hours or days to do bY hand. A comPuter could Provide a 
detailed summary in minutes and would Permit ~ou to analyze the data in manY 
different ways--for instancer comParing this wear's sowbean wield with the 
average Yields of the Past five years on your farmr the Past len Years, etc. 
This is an imPortant Point. Because of their speed in summarizins and 
analyzins daLar comPuters let YOU KeeP more detailed records than You would 
attemPt to KeeP if those records had Lo be summarized bY hand. That lSr 
comPuters helP You glean manasemenl information from detailed records--items such 
as a sow's averase Production for her Past three letters, or lhe ?ercent of 
eauitY YOU have in wour farm--without wou havins lo spend too much Lime to set 
that information. 
ComPuters also let ~ou ouickl~ forecast the results of various business 
Plans. SuPPose Your lender wants estimates of what wour nexl Year's cash flow 
3 
situation would be at low croP Pricesr medium Pricesr and at hiSher Prices. It 
misht take a whole da~ to Prepare three detailed twelve-month cash flow Plans if 
~ou did them b~ hand. A comPuter would helP ~ou Prepare them in a few minutes. 
A Workins ComPuter 
In order for a comPuter to workr two main items are reouired. One is called 
"hardwarer• and the otherr "software." The Lerm •hardware" refers to the 
PhYsical Parts of a comPuter. An~thins YOU can see or Lauch--electronic 
circuits• wirinsr the comPuter cabinetr etc.--is Part of a comPuter's hardware. 
"Software" refers to instructions Lhat Lell the comPuter how La solve a Problemr 
analyze Your datar etc. "Software" is Just another word for •comPuter Prosrams." 
Said differentl~r both "software" and "comPuter Prosram" are terms for a list of 
instructions that tell a comPuter how Lo so about doins some Job. 
A co•Puter cannot do an~ Job unless it has both hardware and softwarer 
worKinS toseLher. One way to visualize how hardware and software work Losether 
is to think of hardware as beins a tractorr and software as beins those 
imPlements the tractor can Pull. The tractor (hardware) Provides the Power and 
abilitY to do work. The imPlements <software> determine what tYPe of work will 
be done--Plowinsr diskinSr Plantinsr etc. BY themselvesr neither the tractor nor 
an imPlement can do any worK; but used toselherr much can be accomPlished. 
Likewiser a comPuter <hardware) cannot do worK without a comPuter Prosram 
<sofLware)r but toseLher theY can Provide solutions to Problems. 
Not all imPlements will fit all tractors. Th@Y ~ust have comPdlible hitches 
and hYdraulic couPlinSsr and the tractor's horsePower must be matched with the 
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imPle~ent's workin~ dePth and width. So it is with co~Puters. For a comPuter 
and a Pro~ram to wo~k to~ether, the Pro~ram ~ust be compatible with the comPuter. 
Most Pro~rams are desi~ned to be used in onlY one tYPe of comPuter' and will not 
work in other t~Pes without some modification. 
HARDWARE 
When automobiles were first introduced everyone was faced with learning so~e 
new words--muffler, transmission, radiator, etc. As automobiles became 
common-Place, so did those words, Now, no one thinks of automot1ve terms as 
bein~ difficult or stran~e. Almost everYone understands enoush about his or her 
car to tell a mechanic that the fender is wrecked, the motor is not runnin~ 
ProPerly, or the radiator is leakin~. 
PeoPle usins comPuters have a basic underslandins of comPuters and common 
comPuter terms. To talk with a comPuter salesman or rePairman ~ou will ne~d a 
similar understanding of what the Parts of a comPuter are and what each Part 
does. Just as onlY a few PeoPle became automobile mechanics few will become 
comPuter technicians, but everY comPuter user will have enou~h understanding to 
communicate with a technician or with other comPuter users about his comPuter. 
This section describes the hardware that makes UP a comPuter s~stem and 
tells what hardware is common in farm comPuter sYstems. It also exPlains what 
each maJor comPonent doesr and introduces YOU to terms that anyone bu~ing a 
computer should know. 
InPut Devices 
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The word "inPut" is Just a backward wa~ of sa~ins "put in.• An inPut 
devicer thenr is somethins which lets ~ou Put data into a comPuter. 
Ke~boards are the most common inPut devicer and ever~ farm comPuter should 
have one. Co~PuLer ke~boards are identical to L~Pewriler ke~boardsr with Lhe 
excePtion that some comPuter Ke~boards have additional k~~s--above or Lo either 
side of the standard ke~s. 
Other sPecial inPut devices--like this oner called a di~itizer--can also be 
used. A disitizer lets ~ou describe visual imases and shaPes to the comPuter. 
B~ tracin~ around a maPr Picturer etc., usins the disitizert ~our comPuter 
receives data about the shaPe and size of whatever ~ou are tracins. Thoush few 
farmers currenLl~ use themr disitizers and similar devices ma~ someda~ be 
imPortant on the farm. One of their Potential uses is in keePinS field croP 
records. With a disitizer ~ou could trace around field maPs notins soil tYPe 
chansesr Problel weed areasr and the like. Your comPuter would sLore each maP 
for later recall alons with soil test rePort resultsr Yield datar and other field 
records. 
Other sPecial inPut devices ma~ someda~ be PoPular with farm comPuters. 
Already, sensors which can inPut data about temPerature• moisturer heatr and 
lisht are available. They allow moniLorins the condition of srain in a bint soil 
moisture in an irrisated fieldr or body temPerature in an animal. Considerable 
research is beinS done usins television cameras and microPhones for inPut. You 
ma~ eventual!~ be able to keeP comPuterized records b~ si~Pl~ talkins inLo a 
microphone. For now thoush, ke~boards are the "standard" inPut device. 
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MemorY and Stora~e 
When YOU tYPe somethin~ on a comPuter Keyboardr where does it ~o? Whal does 
the comPuter do with the th1ngs You have tYPed? 
*** Picture of memory board *** 
EverYthing YOU tYPe is stored, at least LemPorarilYr in the comPuter's 
memorY. Memory in comPuters--as in hand-held calculators--consists of electronic 
circuits made of Plasticr solder, memorY chips, and other electronic Parts. You 
do not see ~emorY circuits because they are Lucked awaY inside the comPuter 
somewhere--usuallY in the same case that houses the keYboard or some other 
comPonent. 
Since no one can actuallY see data stored in memorY c1rcuitsr it is 
sufficient Just to know that your data is stored there while it is being 
Processed bY the comPuter. MemorY circuits also are used to hold a comPuter 
Program while the comPuter is reading the Program's instructions and Processing 
Your data. 
Most memorY circuits can "remember" data onlY while the comPuter is being 
suPPlied with electricity, As soon as the comPuter's switch is turned "OFF" or 
someone Pulls the Power Plug, the entire contents of the memorY is lost. 
ComPuters can be Purchased w1th different amounts of memory, If You 
listened to a grouP of farmers talking about their comPuters, You would Probably 
hear someone mention "32K" or "48K." ~K" is an abbreviation for the word 
"kilobYte,• which is the unit of measurement of comPuter memorY. One kilobyte or 
"K" of memory is rough!~ the amount needed to store lrOOO characters of 
information. ("Character" 1s a general term meaning any letter of the alPhabet, 
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numeralr Punctuation markr or other sPecial symbol.) Sor a "48K co~Puter" is one 
with a memorY caPacitY large enough to hold aPProximately 48r000 characters. To 
Put this into PersPective, realize that one full Pa9e of a tYPed business letter 
contains a total of about 3r000 characters--spacesr lettersr and punctuation 
marks. Such a lettler could be stored in about 3K of comPuter membry, 
ComPuters can have Lwo tYPes of memory: RAM <random-access memory) and ROM 
<read-only me~ory), For you, as a co~Puter buyer, onlY the amount of RAM a 
comPuter has is of much imPortance. Your comPuter Prosrams and data can be held 
in RAM memory, but not in ROM. The amount of RAM a comPuter has is usuallY 
OPtionalr while the amount of ROM is set. <A certain amount of ROM is reauired 
for storing sPecial instructions in some computers.> 
Since the amount of memorY a comPuter has is oPtionalr how do You know how 
much your comPuter needs? This auestion is usuallY answered bY finding out how 
much memory is reauired to run the comPuter Prosrams You want to use. ComPanies 
sellins Prosrams can tell you how much memorY Your comPuter will need for 
operatins their prosrams. Most currentlY available farm Prosrams reauire at 
least 32K or 48K of RAM memorY. As farm Prosrams become more soPhisticated, more 
and more memory will be reauired in the future. 
SuPPose You have tYPed data into a comPuter--saYr the amount of fertilizer 
and herbicide used in a field--and you would like to be able to store Lhat data 
for recall several months or Years from now. As soon as You tYPed the data it 
was PUL in the comPuter's memory, Bulr as mentioned earlier' if You turn Lhe 
comPuter "OFF" everything in memor~ would be lost. How can your comPuter store 
dala in a more Permanent form? 
Mosl farm comPuters use floPPY disks for Permanent storase. FloPP~ disks 
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<sometimes called "floPPlesr" "diskettesr" or Just "disks") are 5-inch or 8-inch 
diameter circles of flexible Plasticr coated with a masnetic material--Just like 
the material audio cassettes and eisht-track taPes are made of. Each floPPY disk 
is enclosed in a sauare Plastic outer Jacket to keeP it clean. 
Just as music can be recorded on taPer data can be recorded on a floP?~ disk 
by ffiaSneLizins the disk surface. A "disk drive" sPins the disk in the same waY 
that a record PlaYer sPins a PhonosraPh record. Through holes in the disk's 
outer Jacket, the disk drive mechanism can touch the surface of the d1sk and 
record <"write") data or retrieve <"read") PreviouslY recorded data. Data is 
recorded in invisible concentric circles on the diskr arransed like growth rinss 
in the cross-section of a tree trunk. 
ComPuter Prosrams can be stored in the same fashion. The comPuter simPlY 
transfers them from memory to the surface of the disk. Because disks are easilY 
transPorted, handledr and mailedr most business Pro9rams--farm Pro9rams 
included--are sold as recordings on floPPY disks. 
The storase caPacitY of floPPY disks is measured in kilobYtes, the same unit 
used to measure memory capacity, Disk stora9e caPacities range from around 100 
to lrOOO kilobYtesr dePending on disk sizer make and model of comPuter, and on 
the comPuter's software, 
Farm comPuter SYstems SenerallY have two disk drivesr although from one to 
four can be used with most microcomPuters. As with memorYr the caPacitY and 
number of disk drives You need dePends on what programs you wanl lo use, Any 
software comPanY can tell you whal disK hardware you w1ll need for OPeratin~ 
their Pro~rams. 
Cassette taPes--identical lo the ones used fdr recordins ~usic--can also be 
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used far data and Prasram starase. SPecial cannectins cables allow common taPe 
recorders to be used with manY comPuters. But same computers reauire a sPecial 
taPe recorder. 
The initial cast of a taPe recorder is onlY 10 to 20 percent of what a disK 
drive costs. Because taPe recorders are inexPensive' theY are PoPular, among 
comPuters for "home" use--for PlaYins sames. PreParins familY budgets, and 
running other household and leisure time Prasrams. But when larse volumes of 
imPortant data must be stored, as in a far~ business• cassette taPe recorders 
have several drawbacks: 
(1) TheY store and retrieve data at a rate manY times slower than disk 
drives. 
(2) TheY tend to be more error Prone than disk drives• in recardins and 
readins data. 
<3> They do nat allow "random access" of data. 
Disk drives do allow "random access," which means theY can read individual 
Pieces of data from anYwhere on the surface of a floPPY disk. Cassette taPes 
allow onlY "seGuential access": data must be read in the order it was written on 
the tape. For examPle• if You wanted to find the record for a saw with ear tas 
number 103, a cassette recorder would first have to read throush all the records 
for sows numbered 1 throush 102. A disk drive could ·immediatelY read the 103rd 
record without having to read through the lower numbered records. 
Besides floPPY disks and cassette tape, other storase devices may soon be 
imPortant. "Hard disks" are beginning to be Produced at low enough· Prices to be 
an attractive storase alternative for microcomPuter users. Previous!~, hard 
disks were extremelY exPensive and available onlY for larse comPuters. They 
oPerate on the same PrinciPles as floPPY disks, but are faster and offer many 
times the storage caPacity, 
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comPuter Prosra~s you want to use. Since most farm Pro~rams reouire that disk 
drives be usedr a cassette taPe recorder is seldom necessary, 
Processing 
To be an imProvement over manual record keePing and analYsis• a comPuter 
must Process Your data somehow. The Part of a comPuter which does all Processins 
is called the central Processins unit <CPU), or central Processor. 
The CPU in a microcomPuter is called a microProcessor. The word "micro" 
means "smallr" so a microProcessor is Just a small comPuter Processor. Such 
great Progress has been mdde 1n computer technolos~ thal the comPuting abilitY 
which used to reauire a room full of electronic eouiPmentr in the 1050sr ca~ now 
be had on a silicon chiP the size of a d1me. The fact that the~e chiPs and 
related electronic comPonents have become less exPensive is whY comPuters have 
become inexPensive en~ush to use in farm bus1nesses. 
The central Processing unit can be thousht of as the heart of a comPuter. 
Acting uPon the instructions in a comPuter Prosramr the CPU controls all devices 
that make UP the comPuter s~stem, It determines when to accept data You've tYPed 
at the ke~boardr when and how to transfer data from memor~ to ~ floPPY disK, and 
in seneral it controls all Processing of your data. So that the CPU can do Lh1s 
Processinsr it has been siven the abilitY to do arithmetic, comPare numbers and 
wordsr and make simPle dectsions. 
Whal Kind of decisions can a comPuter make? ActuallY lhe comPuter, itself, 
cannot make anY decisions excePt bY follow1ng lhe instructions in a comPuter 
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pro~ram. If the instructions ~rovide rules for makin~ a decisionr the comPuter 
can com~are Your data to those rules and make a decision based on the comParison. 
Let's look at an examPle--the decision of whether or not La cull sows from a 
sow herd. SuPPose LhaL You have kePL sood records on ~our herdr faithfullY 
tYPing sow Production data into Your comPuter after· each farrowins and weanins. 
And suP~ose YOU would like to cull from Lhe herd any sows LhaL had weaned an 
averase of less than eishL ?iss Per litterr from their three most recent litters. 
A computer could: 
<1> Read a sow's Production record (from the floPPY disk on which it was 
stored after you LYPed it into the comPuter), 
(2) Total the number of PiSs weaned from her three most recent litlersr and 
find the averase number weaned Per litter. 
<3> ComPare her average litter size with the number "8• and decide whether 
her averase was sreaLer or less than "8•, 
(4) Print out a messa~e such as "cull sow number 103--averased less than 8 
Piss in last three litters" to let YOU know which sow or sows Lo cull •. 
Of courser all this work would be done bY the comPuter's central Processing 
unitr followins the instructions contained in your COIPuLer Prosram. For the 
comPuter Lo make culling decisions based on some other criteria--such as an 
"index" of litter size, weanins weishtr number of functionin~ teatsr etc.--the 
comPuter Prosram would have to be chansed. 
OutPut Dev1ces 
So far we've discussed seLLins data into a comPuLerr sLorinS it in memory or 
on diskr and Processins it. Once all that has been doner you must have some waY 
of seLLing Your Processed data back out of the comPuter in a form that will 
Provide useful information. You need an outPut device. 
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The most common outPut device is a disPla~ screenr also called a cathode raY 
tube <CRT> or monitor. DisPlaY screens are much liKe ordinarY televisions. Some 
comPuters even let you use Your own television as a disPlaY screen, thereb~ 
lowerins the cash outlay needed to buY those comPuters. Howeverr special-PurPose 
disPlay screens are more POPular because theY Produce a shar·perr clearer i•a9e of 
words and numbersr maKins them easier to read. 
OutPut (the results from Processins Your data) can be disPlaYed on a screen 
as words and numbersr as sraPhs and Picturesr or as an~ combination of these< 
Some tYPes of output--your financial statementr for instance--are best disPlaYed 
as words and numbers. Other tYPes of outPut are more meaninsful' when disPlaYed 
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as sraPhs or Pictures. Co~moditY futures prices are a sood examPle of data which 
becomes easier to visualize and understand when Your comPuter disPlaYS them in 
chart or SraPh form. 
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Besides bein~ used for outPut, a CRT screen also disPlaYs ~our tYPin~. When 
YOU tYPe on a keYboard the comPuter disPlaYs each character on the screen as YOu 
tYPe it. That waY You can see <on the screen) what you are tYPin~, Just as You 
would see (on PaPer) anYthin~ you tYPed on a tYPewriter. 
Most CRT screens disPlaY either white letterin~ on a black screenr black 
letterins on a white screenr or sreen letterin~ on a black screen. Some 
comPuters come with onlY one tYPe of screenr while others allow anY of several 
oPtional screens. Color of the screen is not likelY to be Your most imPortant 
Purchase consideration; however, manY People Prefer sreen-on-black screensr 
believins theY cause less eye strain than other tYPes. 
Some comPuters have the abilitY to do sraPhics in color. If You choose one 
of these co~?uters and want to use Pro~rams which Produce colored ~raPhs and 
?icturesr be sure you set a color CRT screen. Color CRTs are like color 
televisions, and are more exPensive than black and while or black and sreen 
screens. 
A Printer is the next most imPortant outPut device to have with a farm 
business comPuLerr and in most cases is an absolute necessitY! manY accounL1ng, 
crop, and livestock record Prosrams will not work without a Printer. Thoush You 
could use a Pencil and PaPer to coPY information from your disPlay screen, that 
would Put a lot of drudserY into usins Your comPuter--which is exactlY what 
comPuters are meant lo save You from. 
The Printins sPeed of commonlY available'Prinlers ran~es from about 30 to 
180 characters Per second <CPS>. Your Printer's sPeed becomes more lmPorlant as 
the amount of Prinllng You do increases. Slow Prinlers are like a "watched PoL 
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that never boils"--theY seem excePtional!~ slow when YOU are wait1ns for your 
computer to finish Printing somethins so YOU can do so~e other Job. But the cost 
of Printers increases with SPeed. Slower Printers maY cost Just a few hundred 
dollars while the fastest Printers cost $1 to $2 thousand or ~ore. 
Printers come with different line widths. Some Print no more than 40 
characters across a ?ase, while others Print as manY as 132 characters or ~ore. 
Asain, your choice of a Printer dePends on the Programs YOU Plan to use, but ~an~ 
Prodrams need a Printer caPable of Printins at least an SO-character line. 
Printing SPeed and Print aualitY are two of the maJor factors determining 
anY Printer's Price. Amons the different types of Printers, sPeed and aualilY 
vary considerablY. Here is a short descriPtion of the common LYPes of Printers 
and their characteristics: 
1. THERMAL and ELECTROSTATIC 
Thermal and electrostatic Printers are auiet, lisht-weisht, and inexPensive. 
TheY Print by heatins or electricallY charsins spec1al chemicallY-treated or 
aluminum-coated paper. So these Printers do not have inked Printer ribbons to 
rePlace, as most other Printers do, but. the sPecial PaPer theY use is more 
exPensive than Plain PaPer. A drawbacK of thermal Printers is that their Print 
may fade--or even disaPPear--over long Periods of Lime. Either Printer 1s 
adeouale where a low volume of Printing is La be done. 
2. DOT MATRIX 
DoL matrix Printers are the most POPular LYPe. TheY are inexPensive, fast, 
and versatile--some can Print sraPhics Pictures' use multi-colored ribbons, etc. 
The Printins in dol matrix Printers is done bY a group of s~all, hard wires 
SPaced close Logether. To Print a character, certain ones of the wires are made 
to strike an inKed ribbon onto the PaPer. The character that is Printed will be 
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made UP of rows of blacK dotsr corres~onding to where the wires struck the 
ribbon. The oualit~ of this Print is eaual to or better than that of ther~al and 
electrostatic Printersr but dot matrix Printers have the advantage of usins Plain 
Pa~er. 
3, LETTER OUALITY 
Letter oualit~ or "word processing" Printers have the hishest Print auality. 
TheY ~rint by having a hammer or keY strike an inked ribbon onto Plain 
PaPer--Just as a tYPewriter does. Hany PeoPle value their ~rint because a letter 
or other document Printed on one of these Printers cannot be distinguished from a 
hand-tYPed letter. Howeverr letter aualit~ Printers are usuallY slower than dot 
matrix Printers and are auite exPensive. 
Though disPlaY screens and Printers are currentlY the most iaPortant output 
devicesr there are many other kinds available--most of which will become 
increasingly imPortant on farms in the near future, 
We have alreadY mentioned inPut devices that can gather information about 
mechanical Processes on Your farm--temPerature sensors for srain bins and 
livestocK buildinssr ground sPeed indicators for tractors and other machinesr 
soil moisture sensors for irrigation systemsr etc. But even thoush these devices 
gather data and a comPuter Processes itr nothins will be accomPlished until the 
comPuter can somehow outPut the resulting information. 
Of course Your CRT or Printer could be used for outPut. ·For instancer ~our 
comPuter could Print a message on the disPlaY screenr such as "Turn on irrisation 
in so~Lhwest fieldr" if data from soil moisture sensors showed a field Lo be too 
dry, But other outPut devices would make your irrisation system much more 
automated. 
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OutPut devices are available to turn electric motors and switches on and 
offr control h~draulic valvesr open and close doorsr or control nearl~ an~ other 
mechanical Process. So an irri~ation s~stem can be comPlete!~ controlled b~ 
comPuter--turned onr turned offr or stoPPed when a breakdown occurs. Similar 
devices allow ventilation fans and baffles to be oPerated b~ . comPuter for 
accurate control of temPerature and humidit~ in livestock confinement bui.ldin~s. 
Orr aeration fans in a ~rain bin can be automaticallY turned on whenever grain 
temPerature reaches a critical Pointr etc. 
To use Your comPuter as a mana~ement toolr though, YOU do not need to be 
concerned wilh these other outPut devices. For business PlanninSr 
decision-making, and record keePinSr a disPla~ screen and Printer are all ~ou 
currentlY need. But do be aware that more and more comPuter-controlled devices 
will be used on ~our farm in the future. 
Also be aware that the comPuter ~ou use for business PurPoses will not 
likel~ be the same one YOU use for controlling ~echanical Processes. Control 
devices current!~ on the market--grain bin monitorsr livestock building warnin~ 
systemsr croP sPra~er controllers• etc.--each have their own small co~Puter: a 
cenLral Processor chiPr ~emorY circuits. and inPut and outPuL devices. As long 
as CPU chiPs and meiTtor~ circuits remain relaLivel~ inexpensive, Process control 
devices are likelY to have their own comPuter Processors. 
Communications 
If record keePin~ and decision makinS are the maJor uses of comPuters on 
farms toda~, is it Possible that something else will be more imPortant toGorrow? 
Farm business comPuting exPerts believe LhaL the comPuter's abiliLY to Sather 
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dala and information from distant comPuters will soon become even ~ore valuable 
than its abilitY to do record KeePins. 
A "modem• lets your co•Puter communicate over telePhone line~ w1th other 
comPuters. So~e modems have rubber earmuff-liKe socKets inlo which ~ou Pla~e the 
handsel of your telePhoner while other lypes Plus directlY into a telePhone wall 
recePtacle. All modems worK the same way thoush. TheY convert the audio sisnals 
that travel over Phone lines inlo electronic sisnals understandable by a 
comPuter, and vice versa. 
When a modem converts telePhone sisnals inlo sisnals Your co•?uter can 
understandr it is receiving data beins sent from some other comPuter. What about 
when ~ou want to send data from ~our comPuter to that other one? That's when the 
reverse Process laKes Place: the modem converts Your comPuter's signals into 
audio sisnals that are sent over telePhone lines to the other comPuter. The 
other comPuter must have a modem loor of course. 
B~ now you may have realized thal a Modea is an inPut/out?ut device, because 
it allows two-wa~ communication between two computers. "InPut" haPPens when Your 
comPuter receives data from the other comPuter, lhroush the Part of the modem 
connected to the telePhone earPiece. In a senser when YOU listen to someone lalK 
on a telePhone YOU are receiving "inPut." "OutPut" haPPens when Your comPuter 
sends sisnals to the other comPuter throush the Part of the modem connected to 
the telePhone ~outhPiece. When YOU talK on a telePhone you are sending "outPut" 
to lhe Person listening at the other end. 
What Kind of information will You be able to set bY connecting with re~ote 
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<far awa~) comPuters? Current!~, ~ou can 9et uP-to-the-minute futures marKet 
Pricesr newsr Sovernment rePortsr weather rePortsr and other information. Plusr 
~ou ma~ be able to use a much lar9err more Powerful co~Puter <the one at the 
other end of the Phone line) for solvins Problems Lao bis for Your microcomPuter 
to handle. 
ComPuter desisn ensineers have had as much freedom in desisnins the exterior 
of comPuter sYstems as farm eGuiPment ensineers have had in desisnins tractor 
hoods and cabs. Thoush microco~Puters senerall~ have the same comPonenLsr those 
comPonents do not necessarilY looK aliKe from manufacturer to ~anufacturer. 
AnY comPonent mentioned can be combined with almost any other coaPonenLr in 
the sa~e enclosure. You will find that some comPuters have disK drives in the 
same enclosure as the KeYboardr CPUr and memory. Others have their disK drives 
in a seParate case. Some comPuters have a disPlaY screen in the same enclosure 
as the KeYboardr while others use a seParate disPlaY screen. Keyboards may or 
may not contain the CPU and memory, etc. Because of 
microcomPuters differ considerablY in aPPearance. 
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these variations 
SOFTWARE 
APPlication Software 
ComPuter Pro~rams that helP YOU with mana~ement decisions, record KeePin~r 
and accountin~ are "aPPlication sciftware." So are Pro~rams that KeeP lists of 
reciPes, Plan a food budget, Leach math skills or a forei~n lansuaser or let your 
Kids ?lay an~ ~ame from checKers to "Outer SPace Invaders." ReallYr any Prosram 
that helPs You do some Job or receive some benefit or enJoyment from Your 
comPuter is aPPlication software. 
The PUrPose of any aPPlication Pro~ra~ is to control your comPuter so that 
it sets the ?roPer inPut data for the Problem You want to solver stores the data, 
?rocesses itr and outPuts information that helPs YOU with the Problem. Here are 
tYPes of aPPlication Prosra•s useful in a farm business. 
Accoua\in~ Prosrams are available for almost everY comPuter on the marKet, 
and for almost anY Kind of accounting SYstem--sinsle-entrYr double entry, cash 
basisr accrual basis, farm enterPrise accountin~, etc. These Pro~rams let YOU 
inPut records of farm business transaclionsr store those records, and Print 
rePorts such as a balance sheet (financial statement), profit and loss statement, 
dePreciation scheduler check register, etc. Some also helP you do income lax 
Planning or maKe budgets and ProJections--a month-by-month cash flow Plan for 
next Yearr for examPle. Such "extra" rePorts helP You set more ~anasement 
information froa the accounting records you KeeP. 
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Specialized Record KeePin~ programs are available to helP wilh ~anY far~ 
record KeePing chores, but are most Plentiful for livestock and field croP 
records. As with accounting Prosrams, these Prosrams let YOU inPutr store, and 
retrieve data. They also Provide SPecialized management rePorts. Here are some 
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examPles: A sow record SYstem maY Print a work schedule for the comins weekr a 
list of sows needins to be Presnancy-checkedr a list of sows serviced bY each 
boarr and other rePorts. A croP record sYstem maY Provide historic su~maries of 
yields and fertilizer used on each fieldr Print a list of fields where You used a 
certain herbicide, or calculate the average corn Yield for all fields where YOU 
used a nitro~en iLabilizer last year, etc. 
Data Base Hana~eaent <DBM> Prosrams are very general, flexible Prosrams that 
helP YOU orsanizer starer and recall almost anY Kind of data. TheY can be used 
for most Kinds of record keePins: accounting, livestocK recordsr croP records, 
srain inventories, sPare Parts invenLoriesr etc. Howeverr a data base manasemenL 
Prosram is not as simPle to oPerate as a specialized Prosram written for one of 
these tasks. BY using a series of commandsr YOU must describe to the DBM Program 
the records YOU will be keePing and how YOU want to inPut them. You must also 
describe how You want those records to be Processed (i.e.r comPute average Yields 
for each croP on each farm You OPerate), and how YOU want Printed rePorts and 
summaries to look. 
One stron~ advantage of owning a data base manasement Prosram is that its 
cost can be sPread over several record keePins uses. <SPecialized Pro~rams for 
accountins and the liKe usuallY have onlY one use.) The disadvantases are that 
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data base aanasers reauire ~ore effort to learn how to use and maY not be able to 
do extre~el~ soPhisticated Processing of ~our data. A data base tanasement 
program used for accountinSr for instancer ma~ be able to Print a summarY rePort 
of cash receiPts and exPenses but maY not easilY Provide a rePort for end-of-year 
tax Plannins. You maY need an additional Prosram is ~ou want that rePort. . 
Elert.r•ic ...-lslleet. or "sPreadsheet" Prosrams are ProbablY the most 
versatile of all microcomPuter Programs, beins useful for budgetinSr business 
Planning, math (theY can be used like a calculator), and even for simPle record 
keePins, A spreadsheet Prosram can helP with croP and livestock enterPrise 
budsetingr cash flow Plannin9r income tax Planning, analYzins chanses in the 
business (PuLLins UP another silo or bu~ins ~ore landr etc.), or for an~ Job You 
would do with pencilr PaPerr and a calculator. 
A spreadsheet Prosram oPerates like a larse sheet of PaPer in the comPuter's 
memory, On this "sheet of PaPer" You can LYPe words' numbers, and mathematical 
formulas. The Prosram instantlY calculates the results of all Your formulas on 
the "sheet of PaPerr" and YOU can view the results on the disPlaY screen or PrinL 
them on Your Printer, More imPortanLlYr all your formulas and numbers can be 
stored on a flOPPY disk. 
Bein9 able La save your worksheet on a disk allows YOU to reuse last year's 
corn budsetr for instancer to estimate this year's cost of srowin9 corn. You 
simPlY command the Prosram to read the old corn budset from the disk. Then You 
chanse anY numbers or formulas that will be different for this Year's croP (i.e., 
fertilizer Prices and amounts You Plan to use) and command the Prosram to Print 
out a new budset. Of course this new budset can also be saved on a floPPY diskr 
to be used nexl year. 
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Because s~readsheet Pro~ra~s are ouite flexible the~, like data base 
mana~ement Prosramsr are more difficult to learn to use than ~ost sPecialized 
pro~rams. Before usinS a sPreadsheet ~ou must become familiar with the commands 
which control the Prosram. 
Word Processin~ Prosrams assist YOU in writinSr correctinSr and Printin~ 
business letters and other documents. The~ let You tYPe a document into ~our 
comPuter; reread it; insert and delete wordsr sentencesr and parasra~hs; search 
throush it for anY word or srouP of words; and Print it on your Printer. You can 
also save the document on a floPPY disk to be used asain later. 
Word Processors are real Lime savers because they let YOu chanse what you 
have tYPed without reLYPins the entire document. For examPler assume You have 
used a word Processor Prosram to tYPe a letter to your livestock feed suPPlierr 
exPlainins a mistake on Your Previous month's bill. After Printins the letter 
You find that YOU forgot to mention your account number in the letter. If you 
had hand-tYPed the letter using a tYPewriterr YOU would either have to ret~Pe the 
letter or add the account number at the bottom of the ?ase. With a word 
Processor YOU could retrieve the letter from a floPPY diskr correct itr and have 
it rePrinted on Your Printer--saving lots of tYPins and making the corrected 
letter as neat as the original. 
Many lawyers use word Processors for storing contracts, leases, rental 
aSreemenLsr and other standard lesal documents. A word process1nS Progra• used 
on Your own comPuter would sive You the same caPabilitY--for storing and Printing 
annual farm rental agreements and other documents you use PeriodicallY. Rather 
than retYPe a rental asreeaent each year, you would onlY need Lo change the items 
that were different from the Previous Year's asre~•ent. 
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An imPortant feature of word Processing Prosrams is their abilitY to Print a 
docuaent in ~any different ways; ~ivins lettersr etc., a Professional and 
business-like aPPearance. Your documents can have auto~aticallY centered 
headin~s, risht-Justified text <words Printed even with both marsins of the 
paPer--as a newsPaPer column is), boldface tYPer and other sPecial 'print 
features. 
Coaaunications Prosramsr themseive~r do not Provide YOU with farm management 
information. Insteadr theY can helP YOU ~ather information by letting your 
comPuter co~municate with other comPuters over telePhone lines. A comaunications 
Program contains co~Puter instructions for sending and receiving messages and 
data throush a •adem. 
A communications Prosram ca~ sive YOU access to all sorts of 
information--co~•oditY Pricesr newsr weather rePortsr and more. Plusr You can 
use the Prosraas and Powerful com?utins abilitY of a larse remote comPuter for 
solving large Problems. In the future YOU maY be able to sell or bid for 
livestocKr srainsr and other commodities bY remote comPuter communication. 
Remote comPuters are not accessible to everyone: most reauire that YOU 
establish an account with the comPanY or institution which oPerates the comPuterr 
so that you may be charsed for its use. Private comPanies are besinning to form 
for the PurPose of Providing comPuterized information for a fee. Several of 
these offer asricultural information. 
Other Prosrams are available for many sPecialized Jobs: budsetins for the 
lease of land or machinerYr or for the Purchase of feeder livestock; maintaining 
dePreciation schedules; calculating income taxes and deductions; ?roJectins 
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livestocK ~ain and feed consumPtion; and much ~ore. 
You could accomPlish most of these tasks usin~ a data base ~anagement 
pro~ram or electronic SPreadsheet. However, as alreadY mentionedr usin~ data 
base mana9ement and sPreadsheet Pro~rams reauires that YOU spend some time 
learnin~ how to use them beforehand. Thou~h sPecialized Pro~rams are not as 
fle:<ible (not suited to as many different uses) theY maY reauire less effort to 
use. 
SYstem Software 
If aPPlication Prosraas can do all the thinss ~entioned so farr they should 
be the only Pro~rams You needr right? Wellr not auite. Your comPuter ausl also 
have sPecial Prosrams to hPlP it run Your aPPlication Pro9rams. How do they 
helP 7 The sPecial Prosra~s Provide instructions for oPerating the CRTr Printer, 
and disK drives; reading and interPreting Your aPPlication Pro~ram's 
instructions; moving data around inside L~e comPuter; and doing all the other 
"housekeePing" chores that it takes to run a comPuter. These Pro9rams are called 
"system software." While it's nol imPortant that You become an exPert on system 
software, You need Lo Know what system programs do and whY theY are necessary. 
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Lan~ua~e Transla~or. Host aPPlication Pro9ra•s are written in a lan9uase 
which is easilY understood by humans. Maybe YOU have heard of comPuter l~nguases 
like BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, or Pascal. Unfortunately, these lansuases are not 
directly understood by comPuters. A lansua9e translator prosra~ is needed La 
convert the1 into "machine lansua9e"--Lhe onl~ lan9uase comPuters understand 
directly, without translation. 
WhY isn't every aPPlication Prosram written in machine lansuaser to save all 
Lhis bother about translation? Writin9 machine lansuase Prosrams is considerablY 
~ore difficult than wr1tins Prosrams in a hisher-level comPuter lansuase like 
Basic or Pascal, Machine lansuase Programs also lake more lime to develoP and 
are not as easilY modified for use on different Kinds of comPuters. Machine 
lansuase Prosra~~ers must have a slrons Knowledse of the technical inner-worKinss 
of comPuters and of Prosran.mins lechniaues. ws:-1tins ProsraiT•S in a lansuase like 
BASIC, on the other hand, can be done by al•ost anYone after onlY a little 
train ins. 
Two Primary tYPes of lansuase translators are available! interPreters and 
comPilers. An interPreter Prosram reads your aPPlication Prosram one line at a 
Lime. As each line is read it is translated, and the resullins machine landuase 
instructions are sent La the central processing unit. ComPilers worK 1n ~uch the 
same way, excePt that a comPiler Prosram reads and translates Your entire 
aPPlication Prosram without sendins anY instructions to the central Proces~or. 
Instead, theY are saved on a floPPY disK. Your comPuter then uses this list of 
~achine lansuase instructions from the disk instead of usin~ the oris1nal 
aPPlication ?rosram. 
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An "interPreted" Pro~ram runs a bit more slowlY than a "comPiled" Prosram. 
Howeverr more disK sPace maY be reauired when ca~Piled Prosrams are used. There 
are several trade-offs involved in choosins between the tYPes of lan~ua~e 
translatorsr but they are mostlY related to Prosrammins ease. 
What tYPe of lansuase translator do you need? That dePends entirelY on the 
aPPlication software YOU want to use. ManY farmers have more than one 
translator--a BASIC interPreter and a Pascal comPilerr for examPle--simPlY 
because the various aPPlication Prosrams they have Purchased reQuire different 
translator Prosrams. Almost everY comPuter comes with at least one lansuase 
translator--usuallY the ~ost PoPular one for that Particular comPuter. 
Additional translators ~aY be Purchased seParatelY as needed. 
Qperatins SYsteD. Thoush different aPPlication Prosra~s have different 
Jobsr each uses Your comPuter SYstem in much the same waY: theY set data from 
the keYboard, move data around in memory, OPerate the disk drivesr and Print 
thinss on the disPlaY screen and Printer. Because each aPPlication Prosram would 
have to contain the same instructions for oPerating the various Parts of your 
comPuterr comPuter desi~ners Put these instructions in a different set of 
Prosramsr called an "oPeratins sYstemr" in order to save sPace. 
0Peratin~ syitem Prosrams control and coordinate all Parts of a comPuter. 
They contain the detailed machine lansua~e instructions which make the CPU, 
Printerr disk drives, and other comPonents function together smoothlY• even 
thoush these co•Ponents oPerate at different sPeeds. 
An aPPlication Prosram simPlY calls on the oPerating system Prosra~s to take 
care of Jobs like readins and writins on floPPY disksr Printing on the Printer, 
etc. This makes aPPlication ProSrams easier to develoP because theY don't need 
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to contain the co~Plicaled s~slem o?eratin~ instructions. It also allows 
aPPlication Pro~rams to use less disk stora~e sPace. Each would be larser if it 
contained the operating s~stem instructions. 
You could say that oPerating sYstem Programs Provide the "workint 
environment• for all other Programs that run in a comPuter. For this reason, 
Your comPuter ~ust have an oPeratin~ SYstem which is comPatible with the 
aPPlication Protrams ~ou want to run. 
Host comPuters come with one oPerating s~ste• as standard eauipment. Other 
OPeratins s~ste•s are usuallY available thou~h. Two different makes of comPuters 
usint the same oPeratint sYstem can often read each other's disks, makin~ 
transfer of Protrams and data easier. Increasing ~our comPuter's comPatabilitY 
with other computers also gives ~ou more software to choose from. So if 
Possible, choose an oPeratins sYstem that is available for several other 
comPuters besides Yours--but onlY so long as it is comPatible with the 
aPPlication Prosrams You want to run. 
The common co~Puter Jargon for operating sYstem is "DOS", which stands for 
"Disk Qperatins s~stem." One POPUlar DOS which is 
microcomPuters is called CP/M <Control Prosram/Honitor>. 
Where to Get Software 
available for most 
Where do You set toad farm software? You could write Your own. Some 
farmers have successfullY written toad Prosramsr but most either had Prior 
comPuter Lrainins or sPent considerable time ·learnins how Lo Prosra~ Lheir 
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comPuters. And even an exPerienced Pro~rammer ma~ need several man-months to 
write a useful prosram. Unless Programmins is one of ~our hobbiesr YOU ~aY find 
it too time consuming for an~thing other than simPle Proble~s. 
Several Public institutions--universities• etc.--have Prosrams available. 
But many pijblic Prosrams are Just converted versions of Prosrams from .larse 
comPuter s~sle~sr and do not work efficientlY on ~icrocomPulers. The oualil~ of 
Public software ma~ be rising thoushr because more and more public software is 
being develoPed sPecificallY for microcomPuters. The main Problem with most 
Public software is that it is usuallY sold or siven awaY "as is": no one maY be 
available to helP you learn how to use a Prosram or to fix errors in it. 
Guile a bit of microcomPuter software has been sold bY mail order software 
comPanies and as Packased off-the-shelf software bY comPuter stores. This has 
Proved to be an effective and convenient way to mass market software, but it ma~ 
hold some Pitfalls for You as a software Purchaser. One Problem--esPeciallY of 
mail order software--is that YOU maY not have the OPPorLunit~ to try out a 
Program before ~ou bu~ it. VerY few comPanies Permit You to return a Prosram for 
refund if it contains errors or does not work as YOU exPected. 
Service maY also be hard to set. Some mail-order software comPanies have no 
service Personnel available for answering Your aueslions. Bu~ins a PackaSed 
Program fro~ Your local co~Puter store is no insurance of service eitherr because 
few dealers are intimatelY familiar with all of the Prosrams the~ sell. Because 
of Proble~s in the Past thoushr man~ software co~Panies are offering telePhone 
numbers YOU can call for assistance and will work hard to helP You use their 
Products. 
The larsest dollar volume of farm software will likelY be sold b~ dealers 
and custoa Prosrammers who can Provide adeauate service with their software. 
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Dealers and software comPanies who can advise YOU about bu~ins hardware and 
software• train You in usins their software. and ~odify Prosra~s to suit ~our 
needs are becoains more Plentiful. ManY of these comPanies sell a comPlete 
~ackase of hardwarer software• user traininSr and service. Software which is 
well bacKed by service is usuallY more exPensive Lhan that offered by comPanies 
which Provide liLLie service. But without an adeouaLe bacKinS of servicer 
inexPensive Prosrams •aY actuallY be more "costly" in terms of Your Lime and 
frustraLionr if ~ou have difficultY usins Lhem. 
How is Software Sold~ 
.Host software is sold on floPPY disks or cassette taPe. A fair amount of 
sYstem software is sold on Permanent, non-erasable memory .chiPS <ROM memoriesr 
•entioned in the hardware discussion) which are included with a co•Puter when You 
buy it. Al1ost no aPPlication Prosrams are sold on memorY chiPs. 
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Along with the disk or tape that contains the software should be .so•e 
•docu•entalion"--instructions that helP You use the Programs. Documentation maY 
ranse from a tYPewritten page or less for some Programs, to a comPlete oPeratins 
manual for more comPlicated prosrams. SoPhisticated accounting and record 
keePins software should come with a. considerable amount of documentation. 
Howeverr Programs that Print a lot of instructions on the disPlaY screen maY not 
need as much documentation. 
Some Prosrams will also come with lest data for YOU to user to trY the 
Program out. BY following examPles in the Prosram's documentation and usins the 
test datar You may more easilY learn how to operate these prosrams. 
What to Look for as You BuY Software 
Of the thinss to consider in buYins a Prosramr the first should ProbablY be 
whether or not it is comPatible with Your comPuter system. As we mentioned 
earlierr almost everY aPPlication Prosram is desisned to oPerate with a certain 
LYPe of hardwarer oPeratins systemr lansuase translator, etc. Here is a list of 
the items You need to checkr to insure comPatabililY of a Prosram with your 
comPuter: 
* INPUT DEVICES -------- Some Prosrams reouire a SPecial tYPe of keYboard or 
other SPecial inPut device. 
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* HEHORY REQUIREMENTS -- Maximum memorY reauired to run the Prosra•• 
* STORAGE DEVICES ------ How •anYr what caPacity, and what type, 
* OUTPUT DEVICES ------- TYPe of disPlaY screenr and line width. 
TYPe of Printerr and line width. 
* LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR -- Your comPuter must have the same translator--and it 
must be the sa~e version--as the one used bY the 
Prosram. Example: If the Prosram needs JBASIC 
Version 2.1, your comPuter must have JBASIC Version 
2.1--or You must buy it in order for your comPuter 
La be able La run that Prosram. 
* OPERATING SYSTEM ----- Must be comPatible with both the aPPlications 
Prosram and the lansuase translator Prosram. 
Nextr YOU need to determine whether the Prosram is easY enoush for you Lo 
use and whether it will do the Jobs you want done. If at all Possibler LrY the 
Prosram out before ~ou buY it--at the dealers starer at the house of a neishbor 
who alreadY owns the Prosramr or in Your own comPuter if the dealer will let You. 
Learning how to OPerate almost any Prosram laKes timer so Sive each one a fair 
chance before YO~ reJect iL as "too hard" La use. MainlY• YOU should LrY La see 
whether the Prosram's commands are simPle and easy Lo user and whether its 
documentation is adeauate. Good documentation is written in laYman's Lerms--noL 
terms that onlY a Prosrammer could understand--and 9ives a comPlete descriPtion 
of how La use the Prosram. 
AsK the Person sellins the Prosram to refer YOU to several PeoPle who 
already use it. Talkins to them maY sive you a sood idea of how easY the Prosram 
is Lo user whether it Performs as advertisedr and ~hether it contains anY serious 
errors. These PeoPle will also be able to Sive you their oPinion of the 
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Pro~ra•'s docu~entationr and of the co~Pan~'s service. 
FinallYr YOU should ask at least these five auestions about the software 
dealer and his product: 
1. How well has the Pro~ra~ been tested? All software should be thorou~hlY 
tested before it is PuL on Lhe market. Howeverr some of it is noL. The 
len~th of time a Prosram has been sold is ProbablY the best indicator of how 
well tested it is. Over ti~er PeoPle usin~ Lhe Prosram in a wide variety of 
situations will find "bu~s· <errors) the Prosrammer overlooked. Since most 
software comPanies continuallY UP~rade their Prosrams (in resPonse to 
comPlaints and su~sesLions from users)r later versions of a Prosram are 
usuallY beLLer than earl~ ones. 
2. What will the software companY charse for pro~ram uPdates? As errors are 
found and correcLedr and as imProvements in a Prosram are mader most 
comPanies make UPdated versions available Lo owners of old versions. So•e 
comPanies Provide these Prosram updates free of char~er some suPPlY free 
uPdates for a limited Lime after Purchaser and some charse for all uPdates. 
The comPan~'s uPdate PolicY is esPeciallY imPortant if ~ou are considerins a 
new Prosram--one that has not yet been well tested--which is likelY La 
underso several revisions. 
3. Does the comPanY have a software maintenance asreement? If sor what are Lhe 
Lerms of the asreemenL? These auesLions are more imPortant when You are 
considering custom-wriLLen or custom-modified software. If Lhe comPan~ has 
asreed to fix Prosram errors as ~ou find the~r or to aller lhe Prosrams to 
suit Your sPecial needsr the terms of this asreement should be in writins. 
You should know exactly whaL your and Lhe seller's resPonsibilities are. 
4. Are there any "hidden• charses? Prices auoled bY a software dealer maY noL 
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include his charses for deliverYr installation, instruction manualsr or for 
trainins ~au in how Lo use his Prosrams. 
5. Is the comPanY reliable and eas~ to reach in case You have Proble~s? AsK 
about the comPan~'s rePutation for answerins auestions and solving Problems 
encountered bY users of their Prosrams. Some con.Panies are verY access1ble, 
offerins telePhone "hot lines" for Problem troubleshooting, and/or auick 
resPonse to ~ailed-in auestions and Problems. The lensth of lime a comPanY 
has been in businessr the comPleteness of their user's manualsr and their 
rePutation for aualiLY software <well testedr easY to understand and use, 
etc.), Provide hints about the comPanY's willinsness to service their 
Product. 
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CAN I REALLY BENEFIT FROM USING A COMPUTER? 
Learnins to OPerate a ComPuter 
For a comPuter to "pa~ its wa\:1"--for it to become a useful farm 11ana!ie11ent 
tool--~ou must use it. You cannot Just leave it setlins on ~our desK to collect 
dust. So before YOU bu~ a comPulerr ~ou need to Know whether ~ou will actual!~ 
use it or whether ~ou will so bacK to Pencil-and-PaPer · records and 
decisions--because the comPuter seems "too much bother to learn." No one can 
tell ~au if You •have what it lakes" to learn how La operate a comPuter. You 
must decide for Yourself. But sone are the daYs when ~ou had to be a senius to 
OPerate a comPuter. Toda~'s comPuters are simPle enoush for children to use. 
Learning how to prosram a comPuter howeverr is no simPle task. But if ~ou 
are a farmerr You don't have lime to become the world's sreaLesl co•PuLer 
Programerr anyway. Your main concern will be to learn Just enough about 
comPuters to let ~ou oPerate the Programs that other PeoPle have written. Did 
~ou desisn the tractors and imPlements you use? ProbablY notr but that hasn't 
sloPPed you from usins lhemr has it? The same is true of computers. You do not 
need to be a Prosrammer in order to use a comPuter to do useful work. 
How do You learn to OPerate a comPuter? There are several wa~s. The 
easiest is to set some "hands-on" exPerience. Go to a comPuter store or to a 
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friend who owns a microcomPuter, and have them show ~au how to run some of their 
pro~rams. This will ~ive ~au a feel for tYPin~ data into a co~Puterr and for 
readin~ thin~s from a disPlay screen. If You have not typed anYthing for a lon~ 
Limer or have never tYPedr don't be too concerned. Most farmers who own 
comPuters end uP bein~ PrettY fair "hunl-and-Peck" tYPists after onlY a couPle 
months of using a co~Puler. 
Another waY to learn about operating a comPuter is to ask several comPuter 
owners how theY learned to OPerate theirs. You maY be surPrised to find that 
most of them learned to oPerate their comPuter b~ Just readin~ the manuals that 
came with it, and bY followin~ the instructions that came with the Prosrams the~ 
bou~ht. Don't be intimidated bY the technical manuals that come with many 
comPuters. TheY are mostlY meant for Programmers. SimPler easY-to-read manuals 
are available which Provide instructions for us ins a 
microcomPuter--even telling You how to Plug it in and turn it on. 
Farm software and hardware dealers maY also be a good source of helP. Some 
dealers are willing to lease or loan comPuters and Prosrams for a Lrial Periodr 
to let ~ou see if ~ou can learn to use then, before actual!~ makin~ a Purchase. 
And many dealers offer training sessions and/or Provide Personal trainins with 
each comPuter or Pra~ram the~ sell. 
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FiLtin~ a ComPuter to Your Management Style 
Assumin~ You can develoP Lhe simPle skills necessarY to OPerate a comPuterr 
what else do You need to know? One imPortant aueslion You should ask Yourself 
1sr "Will a comPuter 'fit' with my style of management?" For most PeoPler using 
a microcomputer to organize farm business records and 
information reauires some geLling used to. 
other 
No comPuter has the abilitY to turn you into a record Keeper. If YOU are 
not already accustomed to collecting, recording, and analYzing farm management 
data <sow records, croP recordsr etc. lr don't think that buYing a comPuter will 
automaticallY get you 1nlo the record KeePing habit. If you are someone who 
already keeps 9ood r'ecords though, and You would like to have better records• a 
comPuter maY helP You be more disciPlined about record KeePing. Of courser a 
comPuter cannot force you to be more disciPlined, but it maY make You more eager 
to regularly collect and record data. 
How can a comPuter make YOU more eager to keeP records? A computer wtll 
Lake care of the big Job of organizing, storing, and summarizing your records. 
Your maJor effort will be sPent in collecting data from your farm oPerations. 
Getting mana9ement information from that data will not reouire a lot of extra 
Lime. And if YOU believe the extra management information will be valuabler YOU 
won't mind sPending extra time collecting data. 
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That's an 1mPortant Point. Farm computer owners often find that theY keeP 
more detailed records usin~ comPuters than the~ did b~ hand. The information 
theY ~et from these detailed records would be Just as valuable if Lhe records 
were kePt bY hand, but the cost of ~ettin~ mana~ement 1nformation from a manual 
record sYstem--in terms of Lime needed to summarize and anal~ze the records--is 
often more than the information was worth. 
It is also imPortant La emPhasize that imProved manasement information in 
the form of more comPlete records is not "free." Besides the cost of owning and 
oPeratin~ a comPuter, the value of Your Lime sPent collecLins extra data must be 
considered. You should also realize that comPuterized anal~sis of records or of 
almost anY Problem can reauire more comPlete data than ~ou might need La do the 
same anal~sis ~ourself. More comPlete data? Yes. A comPuter cannot Suess at 
missing numbers or use Past exPerience and "seaL-of-the-Pants" estimates, as ~ou 
might, to arrive at an answer. 
You rna~ have heard that comPuterizing Your records will reduce the amount of 
time YOU spend keePing records. In some cases that's true, esPeciallY when a 
manual record system is simP!~ converted into a comPuter pro~ram' without makini 
changes that Lake full advantage of Lhe comPuter's capabilities. But few PeoPle 
notice a decrease in the amount of time theY sPend keePing records w1th a 
comPuter. 
One reason for this is the extra Lime YOU will sPend collecting data if You 
do keep more detailed records than you KePL bY hand. Another reason is that YOU 
maY find Yourself SPending more Lime studYinS the information gleaned from Your 
records. Because a comPuter can summarize and analyze records in ffian~ different 
ways You ma~ be faced with a varietY of useful rePorts to examine. 
DePendin~ on how you think of it, YOU ruishL saY that the Lime YOU sPend 
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examinins your records and other management informaL1on is "manasemenl Lime" 
instead of "labor." A comPuter maY decrease the labor involved in KeePln~ 
recordsr but will ProbablY cause You to use more of your Lime for manasement. 
9ul because co~Pulers do the work of summarizing Your daLar You maY SPend Your 
manasemenl Lime more efficiently, For inslancer it misht Lake less Lime to sludy 
a Printed summary of Your mosl recent farrowinS's sow statistics than to stwffle 
through a box of 150 sow record cards. 
Havins detailed records and a comPuter available to Process them brinss UP 
another manasemenl consideration. You must have a basic understanding of how the 
comPuter Processes Your record data La make sure that You 1) have suPPlied the 
right dalar and 2) understand what the results mean. 
For inslancer consider a Prosram that calculates least-cost feed rations. 
The Prosram will onlY calculate a ration using the feedstuffs, feed Pricesr and 
ration reauirements (for Proleinr energy, etc.> YOU have told il to consider. 
What if it calculates 1 ration that contains 50 percent salt! You clearly 
wouldn't use the ralionr because past exPerience tells you that it contains Lao 
much salt. Do you Just assJme that the comPuter made an errorr and ouit usins 
the Prosram? No. You must understand that once the ration reouirements are metr 
some ration Prosrams comPlete a ration usins the least exPensive feedstuff, If 
salt haPPens lo be the least exPensive feedstuff availabler then that's what the 
Prosram will use to fill UP the ration. To correct the Problem YOU simPlY li~it 
the amount of salt in the ration reauiremenlsr or add another feedstuff less 
exPensive than salt for the Prosram to consider. In other wordsr Your 
understanding of how the comPuter solves a ration Problem assures that YOU SUPPlY 
the right datar and that you interPret the results correctlY. 
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Benefits of Usins a ComPuter 
One of the hardest decisions in buyins a computer maY be fisurins out 
whether the benefits ~au set frorr• havins one will JustifY 1ls cost. You can 
think of benefits as beins divided into two catesories: 1> reductions in the 
cost of Jobs You currentlY dor and 2) increases in the value or income you 
receive from other Jobs. 
The cost of a record KeePing service that YOU would no longer need if YOU 
had a comPuterr or the value of Your own lime that a comPuter maY saver are sood 
examPles of how a comPuter maY reduce Your costs. Estimating such measurable 
cost reductions will let YOU come uP with a roush idea of your annual savinss due 
to comPuterization. But any estimate of savinss can be misleading, Durins Your 
first Year of usins a comPuter you maY sPend as much lime learnins how to use it 
as You usuallY SPend Just for KeePins records. 
The value of intansible <not easilY identified> benefits You set from usins 
a comPuter maY not be aPParent until after YOU have used it for a while. Even if 
You knew of all Lhe Potential benefits before you bousht a comPuter, comParins 
benefits with the computer's cost would not be much easierr because Placing a 
dollar value on the benefits is a diff1cult Job. Wh1l sorts of benefits can You 
exPect? Here is a list of items lhaL many farm comPuter users have not1ced as 
be1ng valuable results of usin~ a comPuter: 
* More detailed manasernenl information. 
* Hare timel~ mana~ement information. Havins Your own co~Puler can 1•Prove 
the turnaround time between recording records and settins them back in a 
summarized form that Provides useful information. A co~Puler also imProves 
the turnaround Lime for analYzins manY Problemsr such as calculatin~ a 
least-cost feed ration, Preparins a croP bud~eL, or comPuting your averase 
corn Yields. 
* 
Mana~ement information and decisions 1110re tailored to '::lOUr own 
situation--not to the "averaSe" for farms rePresentative of your farm LYPe. 
* Hare detailed analYsis of records and farm manasement Problems. Because the 
comPuter does the difficult calculalionsr you maY attemPt methods of 
analYsis that. YOU would not otherwise trY if ~au had to do them with pencil 
* 
and PaPer. 
Increased OPPortunitY to do forward Planning, Because COIIIPUters do 
calculations OUlCKl~;:~, '::IOU can looK, at manY different Plans and 
siluat.ions--risin~ or fallin~ croP Pricesr hisher or lower feed conversion 
rates, etc.--in a short lime. 
* Decreased drudser~;:~ in reccrd KeeP ins. Huch of the tin.e-consumins and bor 1ns 
worK of record KeePin~ is removed. 
* HaY helP You be a more disciPlined record Keeper. 
* ImProved business imase. Neatr Professional-looKins business lettersr a 
Sood set of recordsr and detailed forward Plannins and financial analYsis 
can helP build Your imase as a skillful farm manaser. 
Not everYone Places the same value on these benefitsr and not. everYone ~ets 
the same level of benefits from usins a comPuter. In ~eneralr the lar~er Your 
oPerat.ionr the more likelY YOU are lo receive substantial benefits fro~ usin~ a 
comPuter. But •anY other facLors also affect the level of benefits YOU would 
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receiver on your Particular farffi. One is the tYPe of farm You oPerate. Some 
farm types--large swine units are a good examPle--simPlY have a great need for 
detailed Production information. Another factor is Your own 
exPeriencer and Soals as a farm mana~er. To sole PeoPler comPlete records dod 
detailed methods of farm business analYsis are not imPortant. 
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SEVEN STEPS IN BUYING A FARM COMPUTER 
If you feel that a comPuter mi~ht be worth looKing into, where do You start? 
How do YOU beSin to tackle the big Problem of learning ~ore about comPuters, and 
choosing one for Your operation? Most of the decisions related to buYin9 and 
using a computer are interrelated: the Programs you want to use determine what 
tYPe of comPuter, Printer, etc. You need. So don't think of the following list 
of steps as being entirelY seParate. ThinK of them as a 9eneral 9uideline for 
the order in which You need to consider the various asPects of buYing a comPuter 
for Your farm, 
1. Get Familiar With ComPuters 
Before You can make any accurate decisions about buying either Pro9rams or a 
comPuter, YOU need to have a good idea of their caPabilities. You should trY to 
get as familiar as Possible with comPuters and how they are used, Use everY 
OPPortunitY to 9et "hands-on" exPerience. Attend farm comPuter conferences held 
by universities and Private comPanies. Talk to farm software dealers, comPuter 
dealers, and farmers who have used a comPuter for some Lime. You might also 
subscribe to one or more of the ma9azlnes and newsletters that deal with farm 
comPuting, 
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2. Decide Exactl~ What You Want Lo do With a Co~Puter 
This ma~ be the most imPortant Part of going about buYing a comPuterr 
because unless ~ou Know exactlY what YOU want to do with itr ~ou maY end UP with 
a comPuter and Progra~s that do not suit ~our needs. Will iL be keePing 
accounLins records? CroP Production records? LivestocK records'? Do ~ou want to 
use it for financi.al Plannin!':h etc,? ReiToembt?r that YOU--not the conoPuLer·-·nousl. 
decide what. You want the comPuter to be able to do. 
How much detail do You want to keep in these records? To some PeoPle "field 
records" means KeePing tracK of the fertilizer used on a fieldr and of Lhe croP's 
~ield. But Lo othersr "field records" means detailed accounting of Lhe costs and 
returns on each field; historic records of soil Lestsr fertilizer aPPliedr 
weatherr and Yields; notes on tillage methods used; or something more. The 
amount. of detail you want is most imPortant in determining what programs you buy, 
Before going Lo talk to your local comPuter dealer or farm software dealerr 
~ou need to make a list. of all the thinss You might want Lo do with a comPuter. 
Here is an examPle l1str deal1ng with sow recor~s: 
I want La KeeP farrowing statistics and lifetime Production records 
for a herd of 150 sowsr including: 
(a) sow's I.D. number 
{b) sow's breed and Pedigree 
(c) sow's birth dale 
(d) her Production history! 
- number of litters farrowed 
- number of liver deadr deformed Pl~S farrowed each IiLLer 
- com~ents about farrowing difficulties 
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reasons for ?i~ death losses 
- number of PiSs weaned 
<e> her most recent breedin~ date 
(f) ear La~ number of the boar used for most recent breedins 
(g) the next date on which sow should be Pre~nanc~ checked 
(h) Predicted farrowins dale 
3. Find Software CaPable of Performins the Jobs You Have Decided On 
Notice that this steP was Placed before the stePs dealins with bu~ing 
comPuter hardware. Because programs determine what tasks a co~Puter will be able 
to dar it is imPortant LhaL you consider the Programs YOU want Lo use before 
deciding what comPuter Lo buY. 
Locale as man~ sources as Possible for the t~Pes of Prosrams you need. 
ComPuter dealers and advertisements in farm comPuter Publications ma~ currentlY 
Provide the best information about comPanies to contact for farm Prosrams. The 
more Prosrams YOU locate, the more liket~ YOU are to find a Prosram that closely 
suits your needs. 
Nextr ~ather as much information as you can about each of the Programs. You 
need to determine how closelY each one fits Your list of obJectives. TalK Lo 
PeoPle who are currentlY using the Programs you're considerin~. You should also 
see the Pro~ram demonstrated if Possible--either bY a dealerr or bY someone who 
owns the Prosram. 
Choosing between several Prosrams that are similar ~aY not be easy, 
esPeciallY if each one has most or all of the caPabilities YOU want. But YOu 
should be able to narrow Your choice down to Just a couPle of progran.s for each 
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cate~or~ of software ~au need--data base manasement, accounting, croP records, 
etc. 
4. Examine the ComPuter(s) Which Can OPerate Your Software Choice(s) 
Next, you need to looK at the comPuter or comPuters caPable of oPerating the 
Programs YOU have chosen. Because a couPle of Pro9rams in each software categorY 
ma~ suit your needs, You maY be faced with several Poss1ble comb1nalions of 
comPuter hardware and software, Some of these combinations maY be "Package" 
systems--comPlete comPuter systems with Pro~rams included. 
At this Point you should Sather information on the cost of the various 
comPuter systems YOU are faced with. Be wary of the cost comParisons that 
dealers make. Even an honest dealer maY comPare "aPPles with oranges" when he 
comPares the caPabilit1es of his sYstem with that of other manufacturers. If You 
can find someone who knows a bit about microcomPuters, ask them to helP You 
compare the comPuter systems You are considering--but realize l~at most comPuter 
owners have as much brand Preference as tractor owners do. 
Above all' don't forset that the most imPortant Part of Your Purchase will 
be the software--pro9rams which will make the comPuter do the Jobs You want done. 
Hake sure the aPPlication Programs You want to use will work on the comPuters You 
examime. Also, ask if the ProPer oPerating system and language translator 
Prosrams are ava1lable, and whether the ones You need are standard eauiP~ent or 
would have to be Purchased seParately, 
5. Consider Future Uses of Your ComPuler 
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Your immediate Plans maY not include some uses of comPuters that You ~iiht 
like to have in Lhe future. For examPle' ~ou may not Yet wish to have a modem 
for communicatin~ w1th other comPuters over telePhone lines. But next Year You 
maY want Your computer to have that caPability, So as You investi~ate the 
comPuters that are availabler ask about the other tYPes of hardware and suftare 
that will worK with them. 
Most microcomPuters can use all the POPular hardware devices--modemsr 
digitizers, etc.--but in some cases extra electronic circuitry must be added 
before any of these devices can be used. So You should ask what the total cost 
of adding a modem, etc., would ber includin~ anY additional necessarY hardware. 
6. Check On the AvailabilitY of Maintenance for Both Hardware and Software 
Whether You are talking about comPuters or other farm eauiPmentr the 
distance YOU live from a dealer who can service Your eauiPmenL is an imPortant 
Purchase consideration. Establishing a good relationshiP with a local dealer may 
hold several advantages for You, includin~ better service and better turnaround 
Lime on servicing. Remember that Prices charged bY mail-order hardware firms 
usuallY include verY little servicer so they maY be lower than Prices charged by 
Your local dealer. But when Your comPuter needs to be servicedr don't exPect 
Your local dealer to be eager to service hardware Purchased from a mail-order 
house. 
You should also consider whether You will be able to ~et service on the 
software YOU Purchase. Custom-written software is best PUrchased with some 
~uaranteed amount of service, from a comPanY that is close to your area. 
Otherwise YOU maY not be able to maKe Program chan1es to suit your oPeration, or 
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to fix prosram errors if anY are found. 
Service maY be more difficult to ~el for mail-order and PackaSed 
off-the-shelf prosramsr but they should not be avo1ded for that reason alone: 
some of the best software is sold by mail' and off-the-shelf bY comPuter dealers. 
One substitute for the software comPanY's service is contact with farme~s or 
others in Your area who are currentlY usins the Prosrams ~ou want to use. These 
PeoPle can give YOU valuable advice about how to use a Prosram, and maY be 
willins to helP if You have Problems. 
The same is true of comPuter hardware. You may be wise to buy a brand of 
comPuter that is POPular in Your area' because other comPuter users maY be one of 
Your better sources of information. BY answerins oueslions and helPins You learn 
to use Your computer, theY maY PartlY substitute for a dealer's help, 
7. Choose the Comb1nation of Software and Hardware that Heels 
Your Objectives At Lowest Cost 
ActuallY makins a decision is your final steP' of course. If you carefullY 
follow the first si:{ ste?sr You will have a fair idea of the types of comPuters 
and Prosrams that are available. You should be able to choose a comPuter and 
Prosrams which meet Your needs at lowest costr yet allows for future exPansion of 
uses. 
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Compiled by Eric Maloney 
Old MacDonald 
Had a Micro 
And He's Using It 
To Call Up 
Videotext Services 
Harvesting Data 
Farmers, agriculturists and extension 
agents In the U.S. and Canada are mak· 
lng use of several specialized videotext 
.services now on· line. 
These services can provide a wide 
range of information. from current mar-
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ket statistics to encyclopedic data on 1 
crop pests. They include the Kentucky 
Cooperative Extension Service's Green 
Thumb project. Instant Update from Pro-
fessional Farmers of America In Cedar 
Rapids, lA. Elanco's Agrivision. Project 
Gras.."roots in Manitoba and SCAMP in 
New Hampshire and New York. 
While they vary in size a.'1d scope. all 
use videotext technology. transmitting 
data via telephone line to a terminal or 
microcomputer. 
The most popular type of videotext ser· 
vice so far Is based on the Green Thumb 
project at the University of Kentucky. For 
that pilot test. Radio Shack developed a 
keypad which t'Vt"ntually evolved Into 
the Hacllo Shack Videotex terminal. The 
project now also uses a TRS-80 Model II 
to collect and transmit data. The system 
has been adapted for use by Instant Up· 
date and Agrivlsion .. 
The Initial phase of the Green Thumb 
project ran from March 1980 to Decem· 
ber 1981. In January the Kentucky Ex· 
tension Service moved into phase two. 
which was to establish Green Thumb as 
a permanent service. At first. some 200. 
farmers In two counties were able to ac-
cess I he service. In phase two, the servtce 
has been opened to the entire state. 
Users can r~trieve Information in 17 
categories. which include weather, mar· 
ket news, county news, pest manage-
ment. agrtculture economics, animal sci· 
cnces, entomolo~. forestry. horticulture. 
plant sciences <Uld veterinary medicine. 
The market and weather lnfonnation is 
updated automatically: other categories 
are updated weekly or monthly. 
The system consists of a TRS-80 Model 
II and an eight-line multiplexer. The ser· 
vice Is free. except for phone charges. 
r:ventually. different parts of the state 
wtll have their own store-and-forward 
units. thus allowing fanners in each area 
to access the service wtth a local <'all. 
While the Cooperattvc Extenston Ser· 
vice provided the keypads for the ptlot. 
farmers will now have to buy thr-tr own 
terminals or microcomputers. John Ra~­
land. assistant to the director. says that 
software is availablt" for the TRS·I:lOs. the 
Apple and the Tl 99/4. 
Ragland exp~cts that about one-third 
of th•: initial users will stay with the sys-
tem. with perhaps a total of200 u~r" by 
ne.xt July. That number could multiply 
two or three times by mid·l983. 
Instant Update 
Instant Update is mnddt'tJ l'lost'ly alter 
the en·en Thuml.J PWJl"l't .• llld ,, th·· !lrsl 
commercial pay·a~·you·go farnll:rs' 
videotext service. It serves lar~clr the 
Midwestern farm states. although it has 
subscrtbers in nearly all 50 states. 
The core of Instant l.!pdatr- Is an elec· 
tronic newskt.ter that provides suc:h 
ephemeral information .ts markt>t nt>ws. 
commodity prices. m.u·k,•ting tip<> and 
the weather. Its feature:-< mclude. 
•current future prices for .;ram!>. 
livestock. cotton and gold: 
• a cash market S<'an th.tt track., the dif· 
ferenc:e betwt"en cash ami futurt>." at key 
points for major crops: 
• price chart trends: 
•Washington Watch. for llt'WS :rom Pro 1 
farmers' Washington bureau: 
• a t:ommodity-by-commochty ~urn mary 
of Pro Fanners' markl'linl! plan: 
•curn•nt re,·ommerHiattoll<; ou m.trkct 
tactics: 
•local. national and world weather. 
Instant Update currently has some 600 
subscrtbers. "We consider that to be 
pretty good. even though It's not what 
we'd hoped for," says Marketing Manag. 
er Stewart Cro.<>.s. Subscribers p.ty 59~ 
per month, plus toll charges. Cross says 
and spends about t>:5U a month on phone 
calls. 
Instant Update subscribers originally 
were able to acce~ the service only 
with a Radio Shack tenn !nal. Pro Fanner 
11.1s smce developed software for the 
Apple. and Is working on software for 
rhe TRS·80s. 
Stm!lar to Instant Update-In fact. Pro 
Farrnt'r provides the editorial material-
IS Agriv1sion. Agrivislon Is provided by 
Elanco as a service to buyers of Its herb!· 
•·Ide tr~nu.n. Fanners who buy at least 
250 gallons a year rer.eive a terminal 
similar to the one used by Instant Up-
date. The information. while similar to 
Instant Update's, Is geared toward soy 
bean and cotton fanners In the South. So 
far. some 2000 units have been installed. 
Except for phone charges. the servfce 
is free. Elanco provides the database 
partly to support its image as a "leader In 
innovation:· says Roger Benson. man-
ager of managerial services. 
"Hopefully we'll gain a certain amount 
of market loyalty."" he says. 
Canada's Telldon system made Its ag· 
ricultural debut In m!d-1981 with Project 
Grassroots m Manitoba. Growing out of 
the Project Ida field trial In South Head-
ingley. near Winnipeg. Project Grass-
roots !~ a jmnt undertaking of lnfoMart 
.illd the Mamtoba Telephone System. 
Ttw project started off with 25 term!· 
nals In such public places as the offices of 
grain elevator operators. crop insurance 
agents and agricultural agents. It has 
since expanded to Include 25 farm 
homes and 25-30 commercial subscrib· 
ers. and JnfoMart Branch Manager Bruno 
Lt>ps hopes for 500 more terminals by 
.-;ulv 1982 and 1500 more during the 
year after that. 
Project Grassroots includes some 3500 
pages of agricultural Information. Includ-
ed are the Winnipeg Commodity Ex-
change: the World Weatherwatch; Infor-
matiOn on home economics and farm 
safety; Current Focus. a servlce to pro· 
vtde regular updates on the market out-
look for grain. livestock. dairy and poul-
try producers; the Herald Graln Newslet-
ter. on grain Industry activities for the 
week; statistical reports from the Canadi-
an Gr3.1n Commission on the supply and 
movement of Canadian grain; and infor-
mation on livestock markets. 
To access Project Grassroots. the user 
n<"eds a Telirlon keypad. developed bv 
:\"rpak. and the Td1don terminal fro~ 
lnfoMa.rt The user pays S4 7 a month for 
the terminal on a two-year lease. and 
pays Ove cents a minute for telephone 
charges. U:ps says that the average user 
~pends ten to 20 minutes a day on the 
svstem. with monthly charges coming to 
about S80. 
One of the outstanding characteristics 
of Proj~ct Grassroots Is Its graphics dis-
plays. Grassroots pages often include col-
orful illustrations. charts and maps. 
others In that It ts currently geared pri-
JTia.ri!y toward extensiOn agents. agricul· 
turists and foresters. It provides pest and 
crop management Information. which ts 
routed through the state extension agen-
cies to the farmers. 
The New Hampshire SCAMP program 
has some 60 users. most of whom are ex· 
tension agents, University of New Hamp-
shire personnel and foresters. But. says 
UNH Extension entomologist James S. 
Bowman. the lor:g-range plans are to in· 
elude Individual farmers. 
"There's no reason why a farmer 
couldn't hook up to the system if he had a 
coupler and tennlnal ... he says. 
The two most Important features of 
SCAMP are Its electronics bulletin board 
system and its library. The bulletin board 
lncludes field reports from SCAMP users 
on current pest problems and recom-
mendations on how to deal wtt11 L'1em. 
The library Includes the life histories of a 
variety of crop pests. and Information on 
their control. 
Bowman Is pleased so far with the 
system's development. 
""The mechanics are good. and the soft-
ware is fine ... he says. ""We just have to 
get people to use It more. The younger 
extenswn agents :u-e embracing lt. but 
some of the older agents are a little 
hesitant. .. 
Market Strategies 
To whom are these systems geared. 
and what is the potential market? 
So far. the commercial services are ap-
pealing to owners of larger farms. The av-
stance. runs a 700-~00 acre !ann. sub-
stantially above the national aver..1ge of 
430 acres. and spends about S 125 a 
month on the service. Elancu s<>hscribers 
rece-Ive t:•~.: service fr~··. bur 1 he 2~0 g:tl· 
Ions of trenan they buy costs ovt.·r SO<XO 
and is enough to treat HXlO ar:rcs. Bruno 
Leps says thar Project Grassroots. too. is 
geared toward the larger farmer. 
"Th1s IS not to say that there's not a 
market for others." he adds. "But we·re 
going to have to bring the price down 
Orst."" 
The cost. however. Is not tl1e major be 
tor. says Green Thumb's John Ragland. 
The costs for a terminal are WJt.bin lilt" 
reach of even the small farmer "But you 
have to have some size before vou scart 
trading grain and livestock." he says. 
noting that marketing informatiOn IS the 
most-u5ed 5ervlce of Green Thumb. 
"It doesn't have to be the case that 
we're used only by larger farms."" he con· 
tinues. "If we get a bulletin board system. 
ii we're Imaginative and aggresslvt•. u:e 
could come up with a service of v;1lue to 
small fanners. too .. 
Nevertheless. It is tn1e that many small 
fanners are currently stn1gglm~ for -;ur· 
vival. Accordmg to ligures from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. 102.00() 
farms have shut down in the U.S sml'e 
1975, thou,;h the averagr: siLe h<c> m· 
creased from 4:<.0 to 43l• <~CIT~. M;,qy 
small farmers might not be wllhng to p.:n· 
for a service like Instant Update. when 
they can get much of the sa.me lnfonlla-
tion in periodicals. on the rad1o and 
through the local extension agent. 
A page from Project Grassroots. an agricullural videotext service tn Manttoba. 
Canada. 
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lnq magazine of its readership show'! that 
31 percent of those questloncd are uot In· 
!<:rested In a videott-xt service. Sorne 41 
perc-ent said they are somewhat mtt"resr-
ed. Only 27 percent said they are Inter· 
esred or very Interested. While this figure 
translates into some 650.000 potential 
subscribers-more than enough to make 
services like Instant Update commercial-
ly viable-it indicates that the majority oi 
farmers will continue as they have for a 
while longer. 
Bringing down the costs of videotext 
~rvices will no doubt help. As Ragland 
points out: 
""Farmers have traditionally had tech· 
nology and infomJation provided In fairly 
good quality and quantity for low cost. 
through extension agencies and the fed· 
eral government. It's a fact that leads 
me to believe that we should look at 
alternative means of providing the infor· 
mation without charging the farmer a 
U!>t:r's fee." 
Several ways of doing this present 
themselves. Some companies could go 
the route of Elanco. offering videotext 
services as premiums to customers. An· 
other possibility is sponsorship of data· 
bases by commercial businesses. an op· 
tion Green Thumb Is considering . 
.. For example. it might be a local coun· 
ty hank ... Ragland says. "They may sup· 
port a service in exchange for a page of in· 
fonuation on their imerest rates or ser-
vices. It may be that there might have to 
be advertising. or at least recognition of 
sponsorship ... 
We :;ho,.;l(j lcnv c: ~ 
witr1out charging the 7 .:J~mer 
ci user's fee. 
--------·--------
Finally. extension agencies might act 
as clearinghouses for fanners in their 
area. as is the case with SCAMP. Fanners 
would call their local agent with ques· 
lions. and the agent would access the m· 
fomtation from the host computer. 
Until the costs decline and services be· 
come accessible to a broader range of 
fam1ers. videotext services will be scram· 
bling to convince their potential market 
that they have a valuable product. 
"Videotext Is limited by how good the 
information Is ... Roger Benson of Elanco 
says ... As long as it"s expensive to access 
the Information. it has to be worth the 
customer's while ... 
-Eric Maloney 
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•>VEGETABI.E 
HOW MANY DAYS TO REPORT? 
•>7 
98/ 12/ 81 FROM: NEWSI.BTTER 
TO: FIELD 
FROM 8/11/81 INSECT NOTES 
VEGETABI.ES 
(BoV~U&n, Eaton) 
Cole Crops: Cabbage looper MOTH CATCHES IN PHEROMONE TRAPS ARE STILL 
ZERO ON DOVER POINT BUT ARE INCREASING TO ABOUT ONE PER DAY IN 
STRATHAM. STILL NO APPARENT BUILD UP OF LARVAE. SCOUTING HAS 
DEMONSTRATED AS HIGH AS 56\ OF THE PI.ANTS WITH AT LEAST ONE WORM 
WHICH IS PREDOMINANTLY THE Imported cabbage worm. AN UNEXPECTED 
ATTACK BY Japanese beetles ON COLE CROPS OCCURRED ON DOVER POINT 
TillS WEEK. 
Potatoes: Colorado Potato beetle HAS BEEN SLOW BUILDING UP IN 
COMMERCIAL PLANTINGS SO FAR. PYDRIN HAS ELIMINATED MOST OF THE 
PROBLEM BUT WE HAVE NOTICED A SLOW BUILD UP IN UNTREATED AREAS 
ALSO. THIS IS PROBABLY DUE TO TilE EXCELLENT GROWING CONDITIONS 
THIS YEAR. NO PROBLEMS WITH aphids or potato leafhopper SO FAR. 
Sweet corm: SINCE OUR INITIAl. CATCHES OF corn earworm and fall 
armyworm MOTHS REPORTED •.-li.ST WEEK, WE HAVE FOUND NO MORE OF EITHER 
SPECIES. A COUPLE OF EARWORMS WERE TRAPPED AT THE SUBURBAN 
EXPERIMENT STATIO!I (WALTIIM, MASS.) THIS WEEKEND. GROWERS WITH 
LIGHT TRAPS MUST BE SURE THAT Tflf:: TRAPS ARE KEPT CLOSE TO FRESH 
SILKINC CORN, IF EARWORM CATCHES ARE TO BE RELIABLE. European 
corn borer CATCHES ARE STILL HIGH. WE STILL RECOMMEND ABOUT A 
6-DAY SCHEDULE FOR SlLKING CORN, BUT THAT CAN CHANGE IF earworm 
or fall armyworm COUNTS INCREASE. 
END 
F~om the electronic bulle lin board of the University of New Hampshire's SCAMP 
syst.ern. 
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Mrs. Vera Landowner 
123 Eass Life Drive 
St. Louisv MO 65000 
DP<'ll' Mr· ,, • l...andownPr' :· 
I am wrilin~ this 
un ~~U\H' far·m, Th<·? 
to tell ~ou lhal we hav~ comPleted 
·::; o '::1 b E· a n <:; 'A~? r· ~? (0 :-:: c ('= .l l e n l l h :i. <;; ·::; •':' a r· , 
h a r' v ,,,, ·::; I. 
~~1th an 
avera~e ~ield of 42.7 
Y o u r· c h ~:~ c 1<. ~;; f r· o 1T1 
bu ·::;he~ .1.·,:; v in lo tal 
bushels on '::lour 235 acres. 
the elevator should be pasmenl 
amounlin~ to over $31vOOO.OO. If 
f (.)I 
':~CU 
:i.n lhi·:;; 
me, an(.\ 
dlhOU n t ,. P 1 (0as(:> ·:;~:~n ;;.1 r·ho toe OP "i. i·.:'::i of 
checl<. <:;lub~; to I ~>J :i. 1. l ~;; t r· a i !j h t .;;~ n o u C .::1 n ~:1 e r· I" or· •:; "' :i. t. h 
Your· half of thf? comb:inin!:1 aiTI()I.Jnt:;; t.o ·~3~52::i.OO. 
me b~ mail or wait until ~au are in the area. 
nul. 
Ul(·.~ 
t.ilt·.:' 
You should soon 
$1010.00 from Jefferson 
field west of the house. 
b(·:~ r·(~~c<-?iv:i.n~j 
Stone Co.!' ·for· 
a i.".l:i . .!. .1. 
1 :i.m :i. n !:1 
in 
of 
th<-:·~ amc•un t uf 
t. he li 0 a c r· c~ 
A~~ alwa~:l·::;, 
call, Otherwisev 
:i.f ~:Jou haVE' an'::l ouf~st:i.un·::; f('·~'"~.l fr'PE-' to 1.-11 i t.e or· 
l will see ~ou around Christmas time to discus~ 
11 i·? :< t ',J (:~ d I"' ' ·:;; r· .::> n t a .1. con t r· a c t , 
S:i.ncer'el<.:IP 
M<:;r·l<. W:ilsdor·f 
